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the extent that one could attempt something on the order- of

my "The Merchants of Early Spanish America'"37 Similar

surveys could now probably be done with Audiencias and

their judges, and posslbly also wlth some portions of the

ecclesiasticat world, 
"" -"il 

as in the very rapidly expanding

subfield of the study of women and gender' Perhaps with Afri-

cans as well. With ihe crafts and maritime life' rrot yet'38 I do

hope, thou$h, that as primary research on given topics across

the centuries from firsi contact forward mounts [and it by no

means needs to reach comprehensirre cot'erage' but merely be

enough to allow some triangulation) ' people in our field rvill

take the opportunity to worklut the longer trends it implies'

2. The Social History of Early Latin America:
Evolution and Potential

(1972, revised and expanded 1989)

tt q. ocIAL HISTORY" should be readily definable as the
l'-' study of historical phenomena which transcend the

individual and manifest themselves in human groups. But
such a definit ion includes almost all meaninglul history; it
seems to fit precisely those political and institutional studies
with which social hlstory is ordinarily contrasted. Since our
main concern irere is with practical historiography rather
than r,vith precise definit ions of broad genres, I wil l simply
indicate through descri.ption and elimination the kind of
history I mean.

Social history deals with the informal, the unarticulated,
the daily and ordinary manifestations of human existence, as
a vital plasma in which all more formal and visible ex-
pressions are generated. Polit ical, institutional, and intellec-
tual history. as usuallv practiced, concern themselves with
the formal and the fullv articulated. Social history bears the
same relation to these branches as depth psychologl does to
standard biography. While it often discusses humble or
obscure individuals, the correlation is not perfect, since study
of the daily l i fe and family connections of the famous is
certainly social history, of a very valuable sort. Indeed, any
branch of history can be converted into social investigation
by turning attention from its usual main object of study,
whether larvs, ideas, or events, toward patterns in the l lves
and actions of the people who produce them.

Often it is impossible or undesirable to make a distinction
between social and economic history. One can, however,
discern a fairly distinct type of economically-oriented re-
search which is concerned more with amounts and tech-
niques of production than with the organization, conduct,
and wider connections of the people involved. It tends strong-
ly toward statistics and macrophenomena, and has a great

deal in common with institutional history. [n our field of
early Latin America, it has often been practiced by French
scholars and French-influenced Latin Americans. This useful

-TtN.*l; 
this volurne as chaPter 6'

3sMining i" ._rrrrr".,.r"t. it 
" 

trarri",. in this case is not a lack of

studies for the r"t'"ttt"""tt-t and eighteenth centuries' but the paucity

of knowledge about how the industry really functioned atrd was

organized in the beginning'
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sciences have maintained a preoccupation with twentieth_
century "development." Social history certainly bears on de_
velopment. It can show, for example, that the role of foreign
entrepreneurs in Latin America was not only prefigured but
fully anticipated by first-generation Spaniards and port-
uguese in the colonial period. It can show that Spanish
American cit ies in the sixteenth century had the same
stmcture and function as today. A double process of migration
to the cities and expansion of urban-European life outward,
beginning in the conquest period, is rvhat brought the Latin
American countr ies as we know them into being; the
continuation of the process is what their further ,.devel_

opment" must ine'u.itably consist of. The study of society in
the early period quickly reveals the bankruptcy of the
traditional-vs.-modern dichotomy in interpreting develop-
ment.

Despite all this, it is not clear that development studies had
nruch influence on early Latin Amerlcan historians. To take
the only example about which I have intimate knowledge,
they surely had no influence on me. Rather. I ahvays had a
negative reaction to the condescension and restricted per_
spective that are involved in viewing another society and
culture primarily as a problem. On the conscious level, my
motivations in the early lg6o's were: a deep sympathy for
that combination of restraint and energr so characteristic of
sixteenth-century Spaniards, not unrelated to my love of Re_
naissance music; and on the other hand a dissatisfaction with
then current knorvledge of Latin American history, which
seemed to me to be miscellaneous, to lack a core. My intuition
was that a close str-rdy of society would reveal that core and
make sense of the whole. My colleague David Brading also
wrote me once of his love for Guanajuato and everything
concerned ."vith it. Generally it appears to me that social
historians are more l ikely to be motivated by a positive
fascination with their subject and an intellectual curiosity
about it than by the moral outrage of the developmentalists.

Probably neither outside pressures nor conscious inner
motivations are crucial to the rise of the social history
movement.  The t ime of  social  h istorv came largely because
the field hacl worked its way through the sources down to
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branch of historicai writing is also not our present concerrl'

The potential significance of social history for the so-

called colonial period is easy to see' Formal institutions in

early Iberoamerica, however important in adjudication and

legitimation, were weak and spotty, lacking the manpower'

the mechanisms, and even generally the wili to carry out the

activist policies of their counterparts in the twentieth cen-

tury. Even rvhen apparently locally influential' they were so

only by virtue of grafting official attributes onto concentra-

tions of social,economic resources, formin$ conglomerate

structures of which the official aspect was nlore the syrnbol

than the active principle. The main cohesive and dynamic

forces of life rvere the needs, customs. techniques, and ideals

of individuals acting in informal groupings; taken together

these of course constitute society, so that earlv Latin Amer-

ican history is or should be to a large extent social'

Though tr. G. Bourne sensed all this over eighty vears ago'

sociallv oriented studies have only recentlv come into their

orvn. Thel' were lon$ nearly absent from the field (the na-

tional p.iioa tagglng even farther behind)' until finally the

harbinger, demography, appeared after World War lI' followed

by full-f leaged social history in the late 196O's' The years up

to about 1975 saw the appearance of a series of major pub-

lications. with related kinds of ethnohistory and detailed

demography, social historv continued for some time to be the

dominant strain among trnglish-speaking historians of early

Latin America and in some sense perhaps still is, though it

has become broader and more eclectic Latin Americans have

largely continued to equate progressivism with the French

""tioot, 
though thev read the English-language literature' and

one or two ma3or figures, above all Mario Gongora' have

moved in that direction.

Why shoulcl such a movement emerge just when it did? One

might imagine some connection with the persistent present-

rniidedness of the 196O's. strong echoes of lvhich have stayed

with us to this day. Social history touches a substream of

continuity existing under more quickly alternating in-

tellectual currents' governments, and even formal insti-

tut ions. I t thereforedealswithmattersthatareof immediate
relevance to the present. Scholars of our time in the social
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Epic and rnstitutional history

The historians who used the chronicles to write the epic of

the conquest and interpret the lives of the great conquerors

did work of lasting validity, in_the sense that their narrative

facts are mainly correct, that they saw something of the sweep

of the process and recognized many of the critical junctures. It
goes without saying that commercial, technical, social, and

ethnohistorical dimensions must be added to their picture'

But aside from other dimensions, there is a strong element of

social convention or tradition, unrecognized by the older

writers, in the very ostensible acts of military conquest. The
psychological portraits by Prescott or Ramon lglesia, acute

analysts of character though they were, often rested on a false

supposition of the uniqueness of acts which were actually
within a well defined tradition. Prescott thought only a spirit
as daring as Cort€s could conceive of Moctezuma's capture,

not realizing that to seize the cacique was standard procedure.

The social background juts into surface events in rvays the

older writers could not know. No one can fully understand

Columbus's troubles as a governor of Spaniards without tak-

ing into account the abysmally low status and presti$e of

sailors in Spanish society, or the extreme Spanish contempt

for foreigners.
The literary sensitivity of an Iglesia or a Marcel Bataillon

is by no means outmoded; rather it requires extension. The

art of subtle reading of documents represents one of the most

real technical contributions we historians can make to

colleagues in other disciplines, as the Swede Ake Wedin has

shown, and it needs to be extendecl to all kinds of sources. not

merely chronicles. But we have also seen by now that it is only

too easy for textual criticism, in a vacuum, to outsmart itself.

Sometimes the slightest glimmer of a contact with social

reality, a triangulation through other kinds of documents,

will answer a question more certainly than the most stunning
textual pyrotechnics. For example, Batail lon used great

virtuosity to impale the chronicler Pedro Guti€rrez de Santa

Clara on his many plagiarisms, mistakes, and absurdities,

and would surely convince a neutral, uninformed person that

the writer had never left his native Mexico for Peru. Yet Juan
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those which have obvious social content' According to a

principle which t"*;" called the law of the preservation of

energy of historians, scholars in a eiven field usually take the

easiest (most synthetic) sources first' When the easi'est source

is exhausted, or at least when it ceases to produce striking new

results. a new generation of historians takes the next easiest'

and so on. ^ r^^-  - . ,nt l rcr '
There is a cycle of sources' from more to less svnthetic'

with correspondlng X"ta" of history',For earlv Latin Amer-

ican history, the iraln elements of the series are (1) con-

temporary books and other formal accounts' which we call

"chronicles"; t2) official correspondence; (3) the internal rec-

ords of institutions,-inl ftttg"uon; (5) notarial records' With

the chronicles, a sort of narrative history is practically ready

made; the scope of reference is then gradually reduced as one

proceeds through the series until in the notarial records the

historian it 
"o"t'ot'ted 

with an indivldual item about one

ordinary person t;;;; day of his or her life' The sources also

get less and less accessible as one proceeds clown the list' both

in the physical sense and in the sense of requiring more

special skil ls tor use' They beconre more primary' minute'

local, fresh, and of more direct interest to social history'

The early Latin funerican field has now completed its first

fuil cycle of surveying the (written) sources' and it is in this

light that *t t^'i vilw the question of the relation of the

newer, 
"lor" "o"iul 

investigation to older types of work'

Mainly we will tina tire succeeding stlges 
"."^^l-t:::.:t"O

rather than drrectly 
"o.rtrudictory; 

there is merely the

difference between 
^ 

it'" and a more complete view' One type

of correction is usually necessary' At every step historians

have assum"d ;;;t# fortion of reality they were -rvorki'nf

rvith was the wirole 
'"ti'ty' 

and have made generalizations

accordlngly' ffre non-existence of Spanish artisans' mer-

chants, and women in the new areas was presumed from their

near absence in the bare military narratives of the conquest'

Scholars working in vast collections of metropolltan legal

records 
".-t 'o-i-u'!ine 

that the "state" was all-powerful' or

at least t i l- impotl?t' rvhile those rvorking with eccles-

iastical ,.pu"""-'tde the "church" the sole transmitter of

lberian civil izettion'
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P€rez de Tudela (1963) points out many examples of the

chronicler's sure touch on matters of social detail not to be

found in his sources, provingi his presence in Peru beyond

reasonable doubt' From my own Peruviarr research I could

multiply the instances of Gutierrez de Santa Clara's origi-

nality and authenticitY.
The successors to the epic writers and commentators were

the institutional historians who dominated Latin American

historical scholarship during the time between world rvars

and somewhat beyond. With them too we find that the

descriptive-analy'tical core of the work retains much validity,

while ihe general perspective and conclusions need modifi-

cation. The repeated occurrence of this phenomenon at every

stage of the field's evolution is a negative commentary on the

naive common belief that a work's ostensible "conclusions"

are the most important part of it. Actually they are almost

alwaysthemostephemeralpart .Theclassicsofthef ie ldhave
had importance for their creative reconstruction and skilltul

preseniation of important subject matter' including the

ldentlf lcation of key concepts and patterns, and second for

I the method they used' as a model for other studies'

Asoneexample, thereis l i t t lewrongwithRobertoLevi l l ier 's
biography(1935-42)of lateslr teenth-centtrryPeruvianr ' ice-
roydonFranciscodeToledo.Thevic issi tudesofthe' ' . iceroy's
official career and the extent of his legislation are there

delineated in a way that lbr the most part we have no

particular reason to change. But social history has made us

awarethatViceroyToledodic lnots ingle.handedlvcreatethe
Spanish colony of Peru; in most cases he was merelv codi-

f-rring a state of affairs that had come about spontaneously in

previous decades. The same holds true for such viceroys as

Mendoza, Enriquez, and Velasco in Mexico' A process of

rationalization and stock-taking occurred regularly about a

generation after Spanish arrival in any given area' when the

f i rstgreatmovementofcreat ionanddestruct ionlradruni ts
course. Robert Ricard's classic Spintual Concluest oJ Mextco

(1933) remiins as a faithful reproduction of the mendicant

orders' own vj.ew of themselves; it gives an admirably

rationalized portrait of their internal history' aims' and

methods-but not of their achievernents. Basing himself only
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on friars' reports, Ricard thought the countryside was empty
except for the friars and 

"o1qJ.,.ry 
qi-t ;;;;r"ii.r*.'t-"

r<now now that the rural aoctii,aoi'pirish was usually tied to
an encomienda, and the encomienda in turn to an already
existing Indian entity and jurisdiction; that the friars were
outnumbered in the verv areas where they were working by
Spanish stewards and retainers of the encomenderosl by
mrners, small traders, and Hispanized black slaves. Rural.
church activity in the more settled areas, indeed, was often
largely a function of the encomienda and of spanish secular
society. The widespread assumption, stemming from Ricard
and other similar rvork, that the church was the primary
conveyor of spanish social-cultural influence is not ienable.
In my opinion the great mechanism of Europeanization was
not formal instructior-r but ordinary contact between Euro-
peans and Indians, measured in manhours, and the primary
Europeanizing agent was the local Iberian and atreaOy
Iberianized population going about its daily business_not the
church, except insofar as it was a part of that population.

Thus the institutionalists, unti l after worrd war II at least,
mainly took their institutions at face value. They therefore
produced an ideal picture, with e_glphasis on formal structure.
The actual operation of the institutions at a iocal 

-r.*i, '",

indeed at any revel, received ritt ie attention. It was inevitable
that there would be a movement, dictated by both the sources
and the logic of the subject, from this generalized and formal_
istic institutional history toward ,rro.. irrdiuidual or regional
studies, and this movement, when the time came, had in it the
germs of social historv.

I t  is  worthy of  note that  that  massive monument of  inst i_
tutionalism, Clarence Haring's Spanrsh En_Lptre tn Ameri,ca
(1947, actually conceived in the lg3O,s), though it has done
perhaps more than any other work to reinforce ihe notion of a
rigid and powerful Spanish state, was written with some
realization of limitations and exceptions, as well as a strong
sense for such tidbits of social history as appeared in the
administrative sources Haring used.

The intel lectual  h istory wr i t ten f rom closely related
s_ources-oflicial correspond.ence and pamphleteerin!_stands
in much the same relation to social history as does formal
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institilllqpaltpfn. Mainly concerning the controversies over

tidLns and the encomienda, it is unassailable as the history

of a polemic, but tells little about the social reality beneath it

(even though that dimension was often crucial in determining

the positions of the participants in the debates)' A certain

sophistication is required to keep the two aspects apart; many

readers of the intellectual historians have failed to maintain

the dist inct ion.  ln the case of  the most famous exponenl  of

this branch. Lewis Hanke, there was little enough excuse for

readers, confusion. Hanke said repeatedly that he was study-

ing attitudes and ideas.I In one memorable passage of The

,f,iprr"*n Struggle Jor Justtce (1949, pp' 8 -S5), which struck

'me forcibly when I first read it as a graduate student, he not

only disavorved any firm conclusions on the encomienda as a

functioning organ, hrut put his finger on the lack of sources

which would elucidate its ordinary operation and the neces-

si{y of locatin$ such sources, if any should exist'

lThis I ahvavs took to be Hanke's main emphasis, but at times
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(197 1) he has implied belief in a stronger impact of laws on behavior

than he had exPressed earlier.

The social historians are not absolute skeptics about the power

of law and formal ideas. nor are they iI1 the main guilty of a simplistic

distinction between law and realilv. If there is such a thing as reality'

then law is clearly a part of it. The frequently used terrn "social

reality," as contrasted with latv, is merelv a convenient expression

nreaning the potentially obsen,able, verifiable behavior and behavior

patterns of an exist ing populat ion. No one imagines that law is

tvithout relation even to this more narrowly defined social reality. But

social history teaches us three basic lessons about the relationship:

l I l  Most lber ian legis lat ion was react ive'  I f  there was an ongoing

dialectic o[ la,,v andsocial reality, Iaw's roie was usually that of tl,re

anti thesis. (2) Iberian law tended to be descript ive rather than

actively formative. charles Gibson has called it "an approximation of

historical happening, or a commentary upon i t" ( i964' p'  235) t3)

Legislation was written in a highly formulized style that almost

imounted to a code, and even when directly influential could not and

barinot be taken literally. For these reasons as well as for more

o[vious ones, it is generally hard to deduce much about socitrl reali\r

from a given law or debate prior to knowledge of the whole context.

Most of the general principles of interpretation one can draw up are

negative, 
".r"h ^" 

the principle that legislative reiteration indicates

noncompliance.

Social hi.story in search of sources

Institutionalism held the stage for so long that an in-
tellectual dissatisfaction with it became manifest rather far
in advance of that true exhaustion of its characteristic
sources that had helped bring the epic stage to a conclusion.
Though there were still viceroys' biographies unwritten and
Audiencia correspondence unread, important scholars in the
field began to strain in the direction of social or economic
history, usually staying as close to traditional sources as
possible.

The simplest way was to work with legislation on social
matters. This was the method of Richard Konetzke, who
compi led relevant royal  cedulas (1953_63),  and also wrore
srinie ait icles about social trends, based on these and simiiar
rnaterials, while valuable as one kind of formal institutionar
-history, such work is no closer to social reality than any
other legislative study. In fact it is more distant, for in the
whole panoply of idealistic and quixotic royal ordinances,
social  legis lat ion has a pecul iar  unreal i tv.  Not only were
Spanish social concepts more archaic and artif icial than
concepts of administration and commerce, but the crown
knew and cared far less about the amorphous societlr of the In_
dies than about the administrators it appointed or the export
economy that produced its revenues.2

Actuallv, royal ordinances can be a very valuable source
for social  h istory.  The cedular ies of  the Spanish crown
contained decrees of two different kinds, d.e oJicio and, d-e
parte. The former, ordinances of a general nature addressed
to governors, were the main concern of investigators l ike
Konetzke. But the more voluminous de parte decrees, concern_

-+;-

'Gui l lermo Cespedes del Casti l lo (1g57) used mainly metropol-
itan administrative sources to produce an exceptional slnthesis of
Spanish American social history for the slxteenth and seventeenth
centuries. I t  is i ' teresting to observe on the one hand how much
cespedes was abre to achieve through intuit ion arcl sophist icat io' ,
and o. the other ha.d horv the nature of the sources often forced
e\ren an acute, social ly oriented scholar into a legal ist ic and metro-
politan stance, with consequent retention of sevJral received ideas
that would be hard to defend todav.
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ing individuals, do not suffer from the typical shortcomings

of the general legislation. Usually they are in response to

petitions, and whether they concern the recovery of property,

the grant of a coat of arms, or a recommendation, they give

authentic information about a dimension of the individual iu

the Indies that is often not otherwise documented.

Frank Tannenbaum's Slaue qnd Citben (1946) was also an

attempt to do social history witl-r legal-institutional ma-

terials. It took for granted the strong, active state and church

of the institutionalists; as these phantoms then dissolved

under the light of closer study of society, the "Tannenbaum

thesis" of mild treatment of slaves in Latin America was left

with l lttte to stand on. Yet Tannenbaum did have enough

knowledge of lberian society to see and emphasize that the

Iberians possessed a l iving tradition or social convention of

slave holding, and that havin$ such a tradition was very

different from having none. While research was pulling one

leg from under Tannenbaum's thesis, it was adding support to

the other. Though "mild" and "harsh" are probably the worst

imaginable categories to measure it, there was a difference

between Latin American slave-holding practice even in

structurally similar situations, at least as to rate and manner

of the absorption of the sla\re group into European society'

Herbert Klein in Slauery in the Americas (1967) started with

m.r"fr the same sources and perspective as Tannenbaum,

but, by virtue of some quite solid statistical information

about employment patterns and relative positions of blacks

and mulat toes in the later per iod,  p lus a more speci f ic

geographical focus and the sheer force of intuit ion, he put

much more emphasis on social-economic practice than had

Tannenbaum.
One of the most outstanding feats of legerdemain per-

formed in the field at this stage was that of C. R' Boxer, who

without going in any way beyond the traditional sources of

"empire history" as practiced bv the Brit ish-travelers'

accounts and correspondence from both iocal and metro-

pol i tan of f ic ia ls-produced prel iminarv social-economic

surveys (1952-65) of much of colonial Brazil that have long

retained their usefulness and sti l l  cannot be considered

entirelv superseded. Boxer's relative lack of preconceptions,
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his faithful reporting of detail, his attention to reports of
people on the spot, and his Bnglish traveler's eye for social
and commercial significance, whatever the main thrust of the
documentation, were all great strengths. Nevertheless, it is
likely and indeed in some cases apparent that Boxer could not
utterly transcend the limitations of the sources and the genre.
significant €lements of the population remained untreated or
unsuspected; the picture of others, such as the paulistas, is a
typically one-dimensional "governor,s portrait"; categiories
of analysis imposed by Boxer from the outside a.r. .rorv yi.ld_
ing to ones grow'ing out of closer examination of the material
(thus "plantation," or the anachronistic, Anglo_Saxon notion
of "prejudice").

Another striking phenomenon of the period when the fierd
was groping for social history sources was the work of
Gilberto Freyre. With Freyre it becomes obvious, as was
already implied to a certain extent with Tannenbaum and
Boxer' that tl-re sources are not necessarily and absolutely the
only factor dictating what kinds of history are done. Some
fields de'elop more clearlv in this fashion than others; when
there is a high degree of polit ical or ideological interest in a
sr-rbject, its study may veer far indeed from that steady march
through the sources rvhich. though perhaps brind, is naturar,
organic, and in a sense logical. Such deflection has been
minimal in the early Latin American field. some mav think
this is lbr the better, some for the worse. I do not deplore it.
N4tional image building is doubtless a valid and creative
human endeavor; at the same time, it is often antitheticai tcr
tl le search for truth and the investigation of historical
reality. Freyre's work is a major example of the intrusion of
twentieth-century polit ical-intellectual movements on pre_
independence historiography. For historians, his writing was
valuable above all as a stimulus torvard social investigation,
directing attention as it did away from formal structures
while emphasizing the centrality of informal institutions,
social conventions, and the ethnic-cultural make_up of the
population.

Freyre's sources appear quite varied (rvith travelers' ac_
counts after all at the core), but they do not merit prolonged
discussion because he used them'*' ith impressionistic levitv,
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as a $uide to a private vision, in the manner of a novelist'

One feels that in a sense his childhood was his most basic

source, and that the rest was used to i l lustrate and bring

alive a world already imagined' That world is childlike in its

lack of any time dimension' The task of deciding rvhat the

primary chronological reference is in The Masters snd tlrc

Slor"t (f933) is exceedingly diff icult; apparently the time

is more than anything else the early nineteenth century'

whether Freyre realizedit or not' At any rate' one can deduce

from subsequent writings by Boxer' Stuart Schwartz' and

others, that F-reyre pro.lectea a late and idealized version of

the "plantation" back onto the whole colonial period' totally

ignoring and implicit ly denying the long and dynanric

Jrolution of the sugar-producing complex and accompanying

population.
- jt it untikely that any basic advance could have been made

toward an understanding of lberoamerican society as long as

the main sources used rvere legislation' chronicles' and

official correspondence. Not only was litt le social infor-

mation to be found there; until other sources gave a context'

whatsocialdatadidexistrvereuninteuigible. ] t isdi f f icul t to
convey to a layperson the utter uselessness of broad' syn-

thesizing generalizations on social matters presented by

contemporaries. "The sons of the conquerors are impov-

er ished."  'Al l  Spaniards in the lndies are considered

hidalgos." "Creoles are deprived of high ofl ice.' '  Not one of

these statements, found repeatedly in correspondence' is

,. an1'where near the truth' Crit ical reflection might have

convinced scholars that such di.cta were not literally true' But

even after we have concluded that a general statement is

affected by formula or bias' what meaning can we attach to it?

None, until we have either direct and reliable information on

the careers o[ large numbers o[ individuals of the type referred

to, or a relatively exhaustive statistical survey (the latter

being in most cases impossible)' Once a notion of the real state

of things has been in some manner obtained' it is instructrve

to return to the ori$inal statement' which one now for the

first time fully compiehends' Comparing the reality with the

statement reveals ihe pollt ical position or other interest of

the person who made it' In this waY one can also acquire a
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q.-ense of the vocabulary being used; contemporary recipients
of governors' reports understood them far better than we
gsually do today.

One redeeming feature of these sources u,as their incon_
sistency. While in general they built up a version of society
approximately as distorted as the picture of the twentieth_
century United States purveyed in political campaigns for the
presidency, at t imes there was occasion for concrete ref-
erences great lv at  var iance rv i th their  general  tenor.
Particularly in the chronicles one is forever meeting with
suggestive examples: the black slaves escape from camp, and
one becomes aware that there are black slaves: some Spanish
women get kil led, and their existence too is authenticated;
guns are manufactured for approaching hostilities, and one
becomes aware of the extent of local Spanish technical know_
how and self-sufficiency. The most striking such anomaly in
the chronicles, the buirding of brigantines for the siegl of
Tenochtit lan by Cort€s's forces, led C. Harvey Gardiner to
write a forward-looking biography (1950) of the man most
resporrsible. ship's carpenter Martin l_opez.

On the edges of tnstLtuttonalism

At length, the field moved on to sources containing ruller.
more direct, and more systematic information about various
aspects of l i fe-not necessarily leading to "social history" in
our more specific sense; more often indeed, to economic or
ma,crodemographic research. Such sources were of many
kinds. Most $pically they were the internal records of a well
de-f ined organizat ion or inst i tut ion,  consist ing of  day_lo_day/
e.ntries which might have become the basis of reports, Uut/
themselves did not have that character. These sources rnctual ,
suth documents as'registers of emigrlnts or aep..ting 

"frrp*par ish records.  t r ibute and tax rol ls,  and the l ike;  censuF
_re,cords, where they exist in any detail, are a somewhat
similar source. Most materials of this nature lend themselveg
ieadily to a statistical approach, though there are some that
do 

'ot, 
such as the minutes and other recorcls of corpora-

.l_:1.-qynicipal counciis, cathedril chapters, or charitable
organizatidns-. --
-"-"--8u.. since the end of world war II there has been a strong
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interest in documents l ike these, and it wil l indubitably

continue. The quest for organized and centralized sources is

legitimate. Concentrated materials are not merely more

convenient for the scholar; they make it possible to attain a

higher de$ree of completeness, or to deal with longer time per-

ioJs and broader areas, without exceeding human limita-

tions. But inevitably the more centralized source is more

manufactured, tampered with; it tends to force one into

certain avenues of research regardless of one's real main

interest .  We get pr imari ly what the persons rvr i t ing the

records were interested in communicating;' rather than the

facts and patterns they took for granted, which are usually

precisely the matters of greatest interest to social history' In a

statisticaUy-oriented source, what is left out is often forever

beyond reach. The more unorganized' haphazard' and mis-

cellaneous the source, the more likely that one can discover

new basic patterns, suspected or unsuspected-not as the

principal subject matter of the documeut, but as a byproduct'

something to be picked out by a perceptive reader' Of course

the limitations of any one source need not be a serious matter

if historians will stop the practice, too prevalent in our field'

of basing a'uvhole approach on one kind of source alone'

For economic history, the documents in organi'zed series

represented an obvious and important opportunity to de-

termine amounts and trends for shipping' production' and

prices. Such work as that of Pierre Chaunu on Atlantic

snipping i1955-56) represents a very adequate response to

this challenge (see also the work of Alvaro Jara on silver

mining procluction) . The pitfalls*lacunae and unofficial

activity-are clear, and therefore relatively easy to cornpen-

sate for. Both ships and silver mines were finite ln number'

highly concentrated geographically, and under quite close

survell lance. We have every reason to accept the results of

such research' particularly as to trends' It is always of inter-

est to show their correlation' or iack of correlatlon' with

trends in other aspects of society' For the rest' one can only

say that work of this kind is not the ans'"ver to a social his-

torian's prayer. By its nature it turns toward the most

centralized, formally structured aspects of the imperial estab-

lishments; its sources are characterized by a paucity or total
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lack of information about people and informal practices.
Chaunu's work was actually in a way a step backwards for
social history, since it redirected attention to metropolitan
agencies and the sealanes, subjects which the field was
tending to abandon as relatively peripheral to the story of the
formation of Latin American society. As for silver mining,
one can easily maintain that it was more than peripheral. yet
though it provided the economic base of European-style
society in large parts of Spanish America, it also stood
somewhat apart from the mainstream of social evolution in
city and countryside. We know even in the twentieth century
how easy it is for the mining sector to become an enclave.
There is much greater direct significance for social history in
such work as Enrique Florescano's studv (1969) of the price of
maize in eighteenth-century New Spain. Even here, because of
the depersonalized nature of the source. almost no advance is
made toward directly understanding the functioning of the
haciendas that produced the maize.

D_rawing social significance from serialized documents
proved to be the special domain of the demographers, above
all of Woodrow Borah and associates at Berkelev (lg4g to
present). Some may find it surprising that this branch of in-
vestigation appears here, only part way through our survey of
sources and rnethods, when demography and the quantitative
approaches connected with it ha','e been held by many to be
the field's most modern, advanced development. Certainly
demography's potential is far from exhausted even today; but
there is something beyond it, and no one type of endeavor can
or should hold our exclusive attention forever. Macrodemo-
graphv is very closely related, in both source material and
method, to the kinds of economic research mentioned just
above. Borah indeed has a distinguished record as an eco-
nornic historian; he has worked, among other things, on price
trends in colonial Mexico (1958).

It lvill emerge in the remainder of this paper that large-
scale demography has been succeeded in part by an attempt to
look more closely at  var ious s ides of  social  real i ty,  as
reflected in more local or less organized sources. This move-
ment is parallel to and contemporary with a similar trend
among European historians, though there the subsequent
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work has often itself remained primarily quantitative (see

Franklin Mendels l97O). European historical demographers

turned from the study of total population trends to more in-

tensive investigations of smaller groups' going as far as the

(rather skeletal) reconstitution of individual parishes and

families, and in recent years demographers of Latin America

have increasingly done the same sort of thing. The moti-

vation is partly lack of confidence in the results obtained by

macroinvestigation, partly the fact that knowledge about

gross trends often reveals l itt ie about the structures and

patterns of most interest to social hlstorians.

Given Borah's own writ ings on method, this is not the

place to treat demographic sources and methods per se. But

surely there shoulcl be a dialogue between trvo approaches as

closely related in subject matter and underlying theme as

statistical dernography and the close study of the l ives of

people. As to method, social history can make a contribution

through helping to clarifr and refine the categories. For the

later period of census-taking, the place to start is no doubt an

intense study of the use of increasin$ly elaborate terminologz

in the censuses themselves. Changes and ambiguities in the

census-takers' use of categories can tell us as much, about

both social concepts and social realities, as the raw figures. In

work on the earlier period, the categories remain broad and

relatively undefined, in striking contrast to preciselv ar-

ticulated procedures of sottrce analysis and extrapolation. To

get at the content of these categories, one must go beyond the

"demographic" sources proper. Advances in broad-based,

close study of people's lives have graduallv done much to fili

in what it meant to be "Spanish'' '  "Indian'' '  and "mestizo" at

given times and places, so that we can better interpret the

statistical results, but much still remains to be done in this

respect.3
Nor are the actual census categories the only ones impor-

tant lbr interpretation. Other tools of analvsis, such as the

category "labor," need refining. For example, demography

3Borah himsel f  gave a good beginning to the enterpr ise of  cat-

egory analysis in his penetrating. almost unknown essay, "Race and

Class in Mexico" (1954).
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tells us that the Indian population of Mexico declined while
the black population rose. Nothing is more natural than to
suppose (with David Davidson, rg66) that the blacks were
brought in to replace Indians, labor to replace labor. In
lowland areas where the Indian population almost disap_
peared, this interpretation seems to hold true. But for an area
such as central Mexico, investigation of what blacks were
doing shows them mainly in various intensive, skil led, or
responsible activit ies, and certainly not replacing Indians in\
the maize fields. once the role of the blacks is understood, we \
can interpret the increase in their numbers as related to (l) i
the growth of the spanish world with its infinite need for "r.
auxiliaries; (2) the continuing lack of enough fully accultur, \,
ated Indians for such posts; (3) the growth of wealth and l
capacity to buy slaves. There seems hardly any relation to raw
Indian numbers.

The demographers have not made their own special sources
and subject matter into a totar explanation of Latin American
history to quite the same extent as did many of their pre_
decessors, although the tendency can be detectld. Ifa genlra-
tion of undergraduates was taught that Indian popr.rl.t io.,
decline was the reason for falling silver production ancl the
rise of the hacie.da, the fault was only parily that of Woodrow
Borah, who in Neur spain's century oJ Depression (rg5l) was
careful to weigh other factors as welr. But until various close
studies of a more local nature could be made, it was really
impossible to rveigh other rhctors. As to r-nining, peter Bake-
well 's work on Zacatecas in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries (1971) and David Brading's on Guanajuato in the
eighteenth (also I97l) prove definit ively that the size of the
overall Indian popuiation of the country was a negligible
factor. S,l lver deposits, mercury supplies, technolory, f inance,
and organization seem to be the totality of relevant variables.
Insofar as labor availability was important at all as a deter-
mining factor, it can only have been skil led, experienced
labor; even at the bottom of the curve, there were enough
Indians, manv times over, to work the mines, if simple
numbers would have availed. The case of the great centei of
Zacatecas is striking. The torvn grew, mines extended, and
product ion went up, whi le the Mexican Indian populat ion
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went down . Zacatecas hit a peak in the first three decades of

the seventeenth century when Indian population was reach-

ing a low point, then declined through the later part of the

century as Indian population began to recover'

For the hacienda, such clarity cannot be attained' Indian

population decline was certainly important in affecting the

chronology of the hacienda's development in some areas; that

it hastened its rise was all Borah ever said. But the first

systematic work on the evolution of the hacienda in a single

area, Mario Gongora's study of the history of landholding in

chile,s valley del Puangue (r956), not only presents resources,

markets, and the growth of the Spanish world as the essential

motor of development, but specifically denies any straight-

fonvard conrrection between the $ranting of land and Indian

population loss. Later William Taylor (1572) and Robert Keith

(i976) were to publish regional studies from which one can

deduce, in the first case, that the lack of a strong local

Hispanic market severely retarded the development of the

mature hacienda system, and in the second case, that the

presence of such a market soon brought it into existence.

Franqois Chevalier, too' though he l ike his contemporary

Borah tended to explai.n the hacienda largely as a response to

depression and population loss, gave a relatively full-bodied

poitrait of the institution, which, by showin$ its social

coherence and interconnection with every stratum and aspect

of Spanish American societv. implied that it might in some

form be almost coterminous with that society' My own work

on Peru in the conquest period (1968) showed that social and

economic goals, patterns of behavior, and types of organi-

zation usually associated with the hacienda were then already

dominant, in loose association with the encomienda' so that

with the predictable growth of Spanish society the predom-

inance of somethin$ like the hacienda seems inevitable'

The $eneral perspective risin$ from closer studies is con-

siderably different from that which arises from macrodemo-

graphy. I!-11ould appear from the former that trends in pure

.rrt*U"." oi peopte rarely if ever actually originate social

piiie.n.; such trends work mainly to accelerate or decelerate

developments rooted in society, culture, and technology' Even

in the matter of the timing of important trends, close sub-
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stantive studies usually give at least as much importance to
the growth of the Spanish world (only partly a demographic
phenomenon) as to decline in Indian population, despite the
great disparity in sheer numbers in the earlv and middle
colonial periods. We become aware that with the broad, unar_
ticulated demographic categories necessary for the earlier
period, a correlation cannot be presumed to be an explana_
tion. It does, however, represent a hypothesis and direction
for research.

smaller-scale, more intense statistical studies can recor-
stitute more refined information from sources not organized
to deliver it in any straightforward way, and by the 1g7o's
such studies were ceasing to become a rarity. Edgar F. Love
(1971), for example, studied exhaustively the ethnic status of
the marriage partners of blacks and mulattoes in a Mexico
City parish for a hundred-year period in the se'enteenth and
eighteenth centuries. While the results were not unexpected,
Love established the nature and extent of mlxture among
lorver urban groups beyond all reasonable dispute. For
eighteenth-century Chile, Jacques Barbier (lg70) used the
extensive genealogical l i terature on the chilean upper class
to carry out a study which rneasures statisticallv the degree
of endogamy of holders of titles, offices, and property entails,
making quite fine distinctions of category and chronologv.
Love's study sticks close to the parish register, rvhile Barbier
ranges more widelv ancl makes illuminating use of more sub_
stantive accounts of the careers of certain individuals, which
is of course easier to do with a group much written about.a
Barbier's article was one of several indications around this
time that by7 the mid-eighteenth century an upper group of
creoles was in a position of considerable wealth and great
official influence almost everywhere in the Indies. Research
of these types could readily and usefully be combined with the
career pattern approach of social historv proper, but such has
rarely if ever happened. In the era of late tsourbon census_
taking, there are many possibilities. The censuses themselves
are so much more methodical and articulated that statistical-

4This work and more has since been
book Re;torm ancl Politics (lg8O).

incorporated into Barbier's



demographic work with them could serve as a time-saver and

u 
""nliti,r. 

guide for more direct studies of social configura-

t ions.
Some of the sources of the serial type seem to lend them-

selves not only to statistical compilations' but to a more

imrnediate studv of social patterns' Outstanding among these

are the registers of permits issued to New World emigrants'

such as the Archive of the Indies began to publish in its

Pasajeros a Indtcts (Bermudez Plata, i940-46)' The entries

give not only the emigrant's name but usually the names of

f,is parents, his birthplace, and his destination' Sometimes

occupation and other particulars are added' Seein$ the

appaient potential of such a source, Peter Boyd-Bowman

tiSO+-OSt made an ambitious attempt to go over from the

purelv statistical approach of compiling discrete bits of data

which lack intelli$ibility except in the aggiregate' to the large-

scale accumulation of actual case histories' each of rvhich

would have its own directlv perceptible pattern'5 It would thus

be possible to manipulate large amounts of data while

retaining direct conrprehetrsibil i tv at every step' with a con-

sequent $ain in reliabil i ty of conclusions and interpre-

tations; above all, patterns would emerge that could never

come out of more atomistic data' But the documentary base

proved unable to sustain this pretty dream' The entries of the
.sevi l leregistersdonottel lenoughabouttheemigrants;sofew

occupations are listed as to give a false impression' Above all'

the broad Atlantic stretches as an unbrid$eable gap. Though

Boyd-Bowm:rn has uti l ized various supplementary sources'

thereisnoequal lymethodicalandcentral izedl ist inginthe
.Indies:asaresul tof thel imitedrepertowofnamesanddel ib-

erate repetit ion of the same name in families' it is usually

lmpossible to identifz a given person in the Nerv World with

his homonym in the Pasajeros, even if you can find him'

without other kinds of evidence. Failure to recognize this

caused soclal history pioneer TomAs Thayer Ojeda recklessly

to identifv the conquerors of Chile with Pasajero entries'

-5A 
b.i.f .t"t i"t i"al summary of this and later compilation sub-

sequently appeared in Boyd-Bowrnan's "Patterns of Spanish

Emigration to the Indies unti l i60O" (1976)'
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bringing about an extraordinary longevity among that group.
For macroresearch, then, the pasajeros have turned out to

be useful mainly in the same way as other sources of this tr,"pe:
as the basis of statistics on gross trends for the kinds or iat.
they provide systematically, above all information about re_
gional ori5lin. In many other respects, Boyd_Bowman's Ind"i,ce
is an excellent research tool. The absolute volume of miara-
tion wil l probably long remain uncertain, but the work of
Boyd-Borvman and others has established that the general
order of magnitude was greater, at an earlier time, than once
thought. From the beginnings, there were enough Iberians in
the New World to form complex, largely self_contained socie_
ties. Also the quick transition from an initial, geographically
determined, overwhelming Andalusian predominance to a
broad cross-section of Casti l ians is a very clear trend. The
significance of it is not so clear; we are as far as ever from
knowing .,vhether Spanish American civilization can be said
to have Andalusian origins.

At one time I had a rather strong distrust of the pasajeros
as a source for investigating trends of immigration, partic_
ularly for working out short-term shifts and trends for
individual areas. The reasons were several. Those who ha'e
watched the process closely know that many people who
received permits to go to the Indies actually never left Spain;
others, a \rery large proportion, went to areas different from
their declared destination. On the other hand, many or most
emigrants for one reason or another went unregistered; at
least this is a natural conclusion to draw from the fact that
only a small fraction of the names of spaniards in peru in the
conquest period can be located in the pasajeros. All this
induced me to carry out a separate investigation of the origins
of Peruvian Spaniards (196g, pp. 237_3g), counting all I could
find in all types of sources, with the single criterion that they
must have been physically in peru. The resulting l ist turned
out to have a regional distribution very close indeed to that
seen in the entries in the pasajeros giving declared ernigrants
to Peru lbr the same years. Apparently the biases balance'.i
out or are irrelevant, ancl the emigrant registers are a trust-
worthy and sensitive indicator of trends in overall volume
and regional conposition.

OF THINGS OF THE INDIES
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Whenever and wherever similar registers can be found on

this side of the Atlantic, they can easily become the basis

for both statistical surveYs and systematic observation of

careers,  in lormal structures.  and behavior patterns'  An

outstanding example of such a docunrent is the complete or

nearly complete listing of the European-born Spaniards in

Mexico City in 1689, published by J' Ignacio Rubio Maie

(1966) . The ori$inal document gives each individual's name'

Spanish origin, and present occupation' and often the ap-

pioxlmate wealth and time of arrival as well; Rubio Man€

also located over half of the Spaniards in local parish records

of marriages and burials. Even a quick statistical over-view of

the data shows much of interest: for example' how very few

European Spaniards were in government' and how many lvere

in humble positions. A year of research' tracing these same

individuals in all kinds of other Mexican documentation'

rvould enable one to write an illuminating book' On the basis

of  mult ip le career patterns.  iL rvould show the nature of  the

first-generation Spaniards' t ies to and role in the local socie-

ty and economy, and it would help in the process of refining

u,hat have f ieen two of  the f ie ld 's mosl-  corrupt cate$or ies '

"creole" and "Peninsular."

Another source which might have the potential for a

macrostatistical approach on the basis of perceived patterns

rather than discrei. pttttto-ena is the famous set of regional

surveys rve call the Relaciones geograJtcas' However' they

tend more to economic than to social detail' and an atternpt

by Alejandra Moreno Toscano (i968) to use French quasi-

slatistical methods on them led neither to new conclusions

. nor to appreciable refinement of old ones' Like the emigrant

registers, the Relaciones geograficas seem primarily helpful

as research tools' as one resource we can use in reconstructing

individual careers and local communities' but insufficient in

themselves.
Institutional sources of various kinds also offer gppor-

t,rtt i t ies for close studies of administrative entit ies and

personnel, with inevitable social implications' The social

aspect f irst became an important and integral part of in-

stitutlonal studies with John Phelan's Kingdorn oJ Quito in

the Seuenteenth CenturU (I967)' At root a study of Quito's Au-
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diencia, and by no means mainly intended as social history,
the work nevertheless gives a full- length portrait of the
president, Antonio de Morga, with attention to the shape of
his career as typical of advancement patterns, and with much
evidence of the intertwining of his official and social l i fe.
Aside from the usual materials, phelan made an intensive
study of uusifa proceedings, which with the related resid-encias
loom ever larger as an important solrrce for the crucial
informal activities of officials.

T!9 next step was to deal systematically with the careers of
larger numbers of officials. David Brading did this, among
othei things, in his Miiers and" Merchanfs in Bourbon Merico
(1971), for the Audiencia of New Spain, and Leon Campbell
shortly thereafter published an article (1972) with similar
research on the Audiencia of Lima. Both reached revo_
lutionarv conclusions on the old question of whether creoles
'"vere deprived of high office in the Spanish Indies. Their
sources were standard, except for close attention to visitas
and other litigation; anyone rvho had had the perspicacity to
distrust creole correspondence could have discovered these
facts long ago, by merely asking the question: uho were the
members of the Audiencias?

For his Soueretgntg and Societa (lg73). dealing with the
R*eIaEao or high court of colonial Brazil, Stuart Schwartz
discovered and exploited an even more centralized and in-
formative source, the metropolitan fi les of appointment
dossiers, which give the judges' social and regional origins,
education, and previous careers. These data, together with
study of their activit ies, marriages, and investments in
Brazil, made it possible to assemble capsule biographies of
large numbers of officials over a long period of t ime. As a
result, one can establish the important interrelation between
social status or regional origin on the one hand and official
activity on the other. An ongoing process of absorption of
some of the judges into the upper levels of local Brazil ian
society emerges as a clear trend. Others, however, eventually
went on to different assignments in the transatlantic portu-
guese world. This is social history pure and simple; at the
same time, it gives the main elements for explaining the
nature of the court and its official activity. A mere study of the
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court's formal organization and of the legal philosophy and

intellectual caliber of its members could never give as good a

basis for understanding the general role and profile of the

tribunal.6
on the face of it, the minutes of local corporations appear

promising for social history, since they deal with relatively

iarge numbers of people in a rather normal daily situation'

nearly outside the great hierarchies' But municipal council

records, themostcommonsuchsource,hal 'e ledtol i t t le
beyond conventional formalistic treatment' Social histor-

ians who have wandered amon$ these materials have usually

become disil lusioned rvith them, largely because of their

aridity in personal detail; even so, establishing council mem-

bership is always a good tool in identiffing and tracing the

trajectory of important local families and interests' when

done in conjunction with other types of research on the region

(as seen for example in Bakewell 's 1971 study)' The debate

between Boxer (1965) and Dauril Alden (1968) over whether or

not Brazilian councils were aristocratic and self-perpetuating

could never be resolved out of those records alone' The

question must be settled by establishing family connections

and status through study of other local documents' Once a

deep studv of a local society has been made' the dry council

,.cords come to life. Where before one saw only the admission

of so-and-so to the council, one may now recognize that a body

of estate owners is admitting its f irst merchant to mem-

bership, with all that action implies'

A source of this type that is much more amenable to social

history are the ,."ord" of lay brotherhoods' at least those of

the eortuguese Casc dct Mtsericordta, as proved by A' J' R'

Russell-wood in his Frdalgos and Phtlanthropists (1968).

Thesedocumentsincludeamuchlargersl iceol . l i fethanthose
of the municipal councils; the Mlsericordia was a prestigious

organization which was led by the rich' but also admitted

---ac"rrli"g 
th" 

"""Iution 
a step further, Mark Burkholder and D. S.

chandlei later published a book (lg77l based on a survev of dossiers

lbral l thespanistrAmericanAucl ienciasfromthelateseventeel . r th
century to the encl of the colonial periocl; in a study of this scope' of

"o. . l . " . ' theyrverenotabletolookclosely i r r to local t iesandaci iv i t iesof the judges in the many different areas'
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plebeian members and was in contact with the poor. Because
of legacies left by members, the Miseric6rdia transcribed
many testaments and property inventories, and admission
procedures often necessitated a rather rearistic and explicit
evaluation of social status. Thus one gets at least a glimpse of
family fortunes over some generations, of changing invest_
ment patterns, of the degree of social mobility, a.rJof so_.
important social types or categories.

On the basis of the brotherhood records, Russell-Wood
clearly demonstrated the existence of a complex urban society
rn Bf_Az-il from an early time, a society amazingly like its
Qpanish American equivalent"in organization, function, and
tendency. Whatever its economic base, colonial Brazil was no
_ry9-re .1ur3l plantation society; the master_slave dichotomy is
not an adequate analy,tical tool to comprehend it. What we see
is a complete Euiopean-[pe urban_oriented society in opera_
tion, with a strong tendency to grow because of entry of
Buropean immigrants into its middle levels and Africans into
its lower levels.

The Misericordia records ha,ne the great advantage of con_
taining social  data in a highly concentrated, central ized,
and usable form, so that one can quickly get a long time
perspective; Russell-Wood ranges over some tu,o hundred
years. On the other hand, Misericordia documentation is not
sufficient in itself; no type of document really is, but there are
collections which concern the main activit ies of the people
who figure in them and thus catch them head_on_adminis_
trative sources for administrators, estate records for estate
employees. The Misericordia was not anyone,s main activity,
and it is not possible with its records alone to constmct good
career samples, so that 

"'erv 
basic aspects remain untou;ed.

For example, though one thrust of the new rnateriar q,as to
show the extent of urban-centeredness of the whole society,
arousing the suspicion that Brazil ian estate owners might
have been as urban-oriented as their Spanish Americ-an
counterparts, Russell-Wood retained the concept of a rural
aristocracy as worked out in the previous generation bv Boxer
and Freyre. The Misericordia records contribute i iterally
nothing to this subject, except that the putative rural
aristocrats belonged to at least one urban organization, the



Misericordia. It was lell to later scholars using wider sources

to approach closer to the matter.z

Apparently the records of other brotherhoods will be even

less able than those of the Misericordia to serve as the sole

basis of social investigations. The Misericordia had a dom-

inant. nearly monopolistic position among the Portuguese

organizations; no single Spanish brotherhood could compare

with it, and some of its functions were carried on in Spanish

America by various branches of the church proper' There the

brotherhood records are often consolidated today in archives

of the BeneJicencia. Taken together, these materials seem to

have much the same characteristics as Misericordia records.

They can serve as an initial guide, and they permit slrrveying

rather long periods of time; but though a fresh and intimate

source, they are too peripheral to lar$e areas of social life to

suffice alone.
A special phenomenon in the field during the early l97o's

was the appearance of Murdo Macleod's Spanish Central"

Arnerica: A Socioeconomic Historg (1973) , which put the

historiography of that re5lion on a neiv and higher level'

clearly affected by Borah and the French school, interested in

demography and economics, as well as in society' as the title

proclaims, Macleod nevertheless produced a book which is

essentially based on central governmental reports in the

institutionalist manner. The focus was changed, but not the

method, though much greater sophistication was exercisecl in

interpret ing of f ic ia ls '  statements than in ear l ier  inst i tu-

t ionalstudies.Macleod'sprocedttrewasful ly just i f iedbythe
need to start from scratch and provide an initial framework

inasigni f icantareathathadunt i l thenbeenvir tual lya
historiographical vacuum. What he was able to extract from

?Rae Floryb extensive doctoral dissertation (I978) sun'eys north-

eastern Brazilian social types ancl structures in the late seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries, placing the sugar mill owners- in a

rnuch widerlnd more realistic context, on the basis of notarial and

other local records. It is lamentable that this fine ancl innovative

studyhasneverbeenpubl ished.Arrart ic lebyFloryandDavidGrant
Srntih (1g7g), using copious individual examples in addition to a

statistical overview of the groups' characteristics, shou,s extensive

rnerchant-pianter interpenetratlon'
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the materials he used r.,,,as primarily a macroeconomic sLlrveyof the region over two centuries, ,ro _""n achievement, butthe internal organization of the main estate types and com_mercial endeavors remained to be studi.a, noi to speat ofsociet5z itself in either Spanish or indigenous spheres.

Beg ond ins titutional sources

The inadequacy of a single source for carrying out social_economic investigation gradually became apparent to manyscholars; partly for that ..""or, a search has gone on forother principles of l imitation, to restrict the field of visionenough to allow deep e.xploration in all kinds of sources, 
-yerinclude a coherent unirrerse. Actually, the documentary basehas continued to assert its strength, ana most such studies inthe end rely mainly o., u 

-o..-or 
less compact and homo_geneous body of documents.

One rather straightforward way to attack the problem is togq igg-,pnJSJs- a*Jg-Iy, of a small, welr defined group ofgeople,lfrili-E-d-#AnAom sample of sociery and as a primaryg[sqrvatory for certain patteins operating at small_group
-!_evel. By choosing strategically located samples one canachierre results with a broad significance and yet virtually
eliminate selectivity, The great lrouble is to fina u gror.p
which includes humble people, yet is well enough documJnted.
So far almost the only such studies are of contingents ofconquerors, who started from obscurity but later became
associated r.vith rvealth and notable deeds, and thus appear
with regularity in all kinds of documents.

_ 
The first study of this type was the pioneering book off3m1s Thayer Ojeda, Valdiuict U sus compaiero.s (1950),

which examines the group characteristics of the conquerors
of Chile, as to both backgrounds and later caree.". if,.y..
Ojela had emerged from a quasi_genealogical tradition toproduce a monuntental collection of biographies of a very
large portion of the Spanish Chilean population in the
conquest per iod ( i939-41),  but  lacking stat ist ical  compi-
lation or systematic discussion of trends. While he sought hisindividuals in all known sources, he wrote as a Chilean-
Hispanic patr iot ,  and thus de_emphasized art isanry andmercantile activity rvhile railrer easily accepting claims of

OF THINGS OF THE INDIES
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nobil i ty. Out of a l i fet ime's research and publication he

accumulated enough data to put together a list of chile's first

conquerors that seems l i teral ly complete, with compilat ions

of v i ta l  stat ist ics and career patterns.8

Many areas had a larger populat ion than Chile, and i t  is

--tE.,f"fi^ 
L"U" tf g67) carried out a useful social statistical anal-

ysis of Thayer's work, but any such attempt must naturally remain

the captive of Thayer's outmoded categories and his other distorting

tendencies.
Animportantdocumentaryresourceforbiographlcalstudiesis

the large corpus of mernorials of services performed lprobanzas de

m€ritos, de seruictos) presented by candidates for honors, titles,

grants, or oftices. since they constitute statements by interested

farties and are in the form of questionnaires accompanied by duly

"*or., 
testimony, they have, as a source, much in common with

litigation' Probanzas are extremely easy to misuse; Gardiner' for

exampte,wastakeninbyhissubjectMart inLopez'ssel f -servin6|
probinza campaign. An inflated. unbalanced biographical sketch

can be readily concocted merely by rephrasing the questionnaire.

Reading a dozen memorials will convince the scholar that all honors

seekers claimed to be brave if not heroic, farratically loyal, of noble

birth, and impoverished after having spent their last pennv in the

service of the crown.
But there is no need to despair: much is still to be learned from

probanzas. As incredibly distorted as they often are, they hardly ever

cclntain outright falsehoods. If a person claims presence at a battle,

wemay^," . ' - "hewasthere, thoughwesl louldnotforgetthathe
may have been on the wrong side. A probanza usua-lly gives a usatrle

chionological-geographical tramework for a l i fe'  Although the

language of tn. genre is inflated, it has its own conventions: the ex-

p.ri"rr&a investigator can do quite well at estimating social rank

irom the convoluted statements. Thus a man described as a "persona

honrada y principal, cristiano viejo, temoroso de Dios, hiiodalgo"' will

infallibly piove tb have been a rather humble fellow, because if he

had been sure of his hidalgo status he rvould have put it first. Each

claimant picked as witnesses his relatives, friends, compatriots' and

political allies; witnesses were usually required to give their birth-

ptace. lf the researcher has gained any lamiliarity with the society he

is studying, the witness list is pure gold, since it can reveal the

claimant's regional, social,  and pol i t ical aff i l iat ions with great

precision. A careful reading and the comparison of the witnesses'

itatements will not only tell far more about the claimant than is in

the mere questionnaire, but will often unearth as much or more

social-biographical information about the witnesses and the whole

circle as about the principal figure.
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not l ikely that any large number of scholars wil l have as
many years to devote to preparatory work as Thayer did.
usually there must be a unitary base document whichr at least
establishes the identity of the group. In his Grupos d.e con_
cluistadores enTierrclFirme (I962), Mario Gongora uti l izeo a
document which did that and much more. Alontemporary
survey of the first encomenderos of panama (found in a resi_
dencia, by the way) included not only their names, reAional
origins, and time of arrival in the Indies, but frank deilara-
tions of occupation or of the father's sociar rank. on the basis
of this material, Gongora was able to carry out a sophisticated
analysis of the Spanish conqueror as a social type or types.
But the Panamanian documentation did not allow constiuc_
tion of further career patterns.

I, too, have attempted this genre in The Men oJ Cqjamarca,
a study of the 168 Spaniards rvho seized the Inca emperor at
Cajamarca in 1532. Their names all appear on a treasure
distribution l ist preserved because of the enormous amounts
involved. Their subsequent eminence makes it possible to
trace the l ives of most of them, from the pizarros to the
expedition's black crier and piper, and to show the patterns
common to them all.

The people taking part up and down this path of conquest
from Panama through peru to Chile rvere much the same:
groups with great internal diversity of social and re{ional
origin, occupation and faction, each expedition an opeiating
microcosm of Spanish societv. Their behavior was highiv
stereotyped. Motives of adventurousness have to be piu._
tically eliminated from the reasons underlying their conduct.
They acted on a rational view of their own self_interest, all
aiming at the same kind of permanent and seigneurial
eminence. According to their wealth and social degree, they
chose between a governorship, a splendid l ife in their Spanish
birthplace, or an encomienda in the Indies. In any situation
that had lasting attraction, thev were not easily swept aside,
but played an important role in founding a Spanish society
and setting social patterns which survived all subsequent
governmental and ecclesiastical assaults.

The group anatomy technique could have many fruitful
applications, but it has remained and in all probabil itv wil l
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reflrain restricted principally to groups at the higher levels of

;;;;t, simply beca,se of lack of exhaustive information at

il;';;;", t"r"ir. rndeed, Schwartz's study of the Relaqdo and

tt"Ottg't of miners and merchants of Guanajuato involve

itr*"ttlt complete group anatomies' At any rate' any doc-

,-,*.rtt which gives a complete listing of a $roup of human

;;;r, whether governmental, residenti.al, or commercial,

has immense porential and deserves the close attention of the

t Jto.i.tt who happens to stumble upon it'

Another approach has been to concentrate on the study of

o.," U.o.,l topic' a sector of economic activity or of the

nopulat ion.  wi th wel l  def ined l imi ts of  t ime and region in

irJ" 
"f 

ine depth and breadth of the reconstruction and the

t"""tdt usecl' A natural subject for this technique is mining'

;;;; is a highly concentrated and profitable activity gen-

.ratit g a disproportionate amount- of records' Our first close-

],- ., i .tr"it of the operation of any branch of spanish

;";;"" production or co11unerce was Robert C' West's study

"f- 
in. parral mlning district ol northern Mexico {1949),

iotto*"a by his treatment of placer mining in New Granada

(1952). Because West was a geographer' his work was an1'thing

butsocialhistory 'yet i tsemphasiswasondescr ib in$and
understanding basic operations rather than on statistics'

i l .t, ' t  work began a traditi:tt.of mining history rvhich has

veered more and more to1\'ard the social aspect without, as is

natural, ever abandoning concern with prices, wages' and

p|"O"",t.". One such work is Alfredo Castil lero Calvo's

Estrrtcturcrs sociales g economi'cas de Veragua (f967)'e in

;;t; the author not onlv writes the internal history of the

.Panamanian gold mines' but uses comparisons with West to

i*"" tn" main l ines of a common Spanish American Sold

mining society' and investigates the lasting consequences of
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the mines for the towns and farms of western panama.
A further development came when two Englishmen setabout the study of the great Mexican silver mining centers,zacatecas and Guanajuato. Here the available documentationis far more detailed, varied, ..rd ,rolr_inous than for a sitelike^Parral' p'-J. Bakewell for his tgit book on Zacatecas to17oo worked through an impressive amount of rocar ad_

llinlstrative, 
judicial, and even notarial records, and wrote acomplete set of chapters on varied aspects of Zacatecasindustry, agriculture, society, and govemment. The work wasthe result of the most compt.t. ,.r.i"y of the local records of agiven district, its people, and its 

""onorn," 
activity that hadbeen carried out to that time, and it correspondingly gave thefullest and most integrated portrait of a local society ande.conomy, laying bare its basic interlocking p.o"."""1 

".ratheir trends over a period of some generations. On the otherhand, with such a strong and vahlable regional concentra_tion, the interregional connections of the district, especiallyconmercial l inks with firms in the Mexican capitai, wentunlnvestigated. I have prerriously mentioned some importantsubstantive conclusions of this study, and I wil l have oc_casion to mention others when we 
"o_. 

,o speak of thehacienda.

.-^?iytg 
Brading's Miners and.Merchonrs in Bourbon Me.rico(1971) deals with eighteenth_century Guanajuato on the basisof a survey of local documentation almost as thorough as thatof Bakewell, except that he did not make as much use ofnotarial records. These were substituted in part by a detailedand refined local cbroad er book, s tart,HH;. ;l.TT:lt : Ji.X ],fi i ji,lTi,

proceeding to a thorough investigation of the organization otimport-export commerce based in Me-xico City, and extendingto the silver mines 
3nlV 

as a necessary lasi step. Br;;i;;"interest was especially in immigration urrO tt . upper levels ofmining and commerce. He Uegan systematically to followcareers, families, and importu.ri fir.*, integrating informa_tion from wherever he could fincl it until he had multidimen-sional  portrai ts of  large rrumbers of  importa. ,  f i ; ; ; . ; .Merchant guild l i t igation containing inventories and testa_ments was one crucial source, but tlire were others. Finding

-n6;;h.Glated clevelopment was the preliminary work of

r-"-i., H ""r'"' 
often in c ollaboration'*L1 g:il,"t, Y:L1t1i :, :'] :::::t'

*ain--"" "*Ohasis 
more social than technical' Hanke edited chron-

,.i". 
- i"r". ibecl and gave samples of archival materials including

r(rLJ' -- ^--1 provided provisional syntheses' See Hanke
notar ia l  recoros'  arru
,."'-i,'lgos, 

and capoche lg5g. In later years Peter Bakewell took up

|"il..rg" and provided us lvith two full-scale books (1984, l9B8)

m..y,"to"lutlv onented research on the Potosi mines'
!

l

I
fli
ft



that his people's l ives stretched widely over the Mexico of

the time. he followed them equally in the archives of Se-

ville, Mexico City, and Guanajuato, and he investi$ated their

connections with the Consulado, the administration' and

the nobil ity. In the end, on the basis of patterns 'u' isible

in multiple, exhaustively studied examples' Brading suc-

ceeded in describing recruitment patterns' social trends' and

structure of both mining and international commerce on

a countrywide scale' without resorting to impressionism'

One of the many social mechanisms he demonstrated is that

of the Spanish-born Mexican merchants who hand over their

businesses to new immi$rants (typically relatives from

the hometown' specifically sent for and trained up) ' while

the merchants' lancled propertv and perhaps tit le go to

their creole off'spring. Such insights, taken with Brading's

previously-mentioned work on creole officeholding' brought

a new understanding to replace the old creole-peninsular

stereotYPes.
Arrother in this series of works is Enrique otte's study of

Cubagua, the island base of the Caribbean pearl fishery in the

first half of the si;<teenth century'10 Otte demonstrates here'

as in his many articles, how much coherent social-economic

detail exists in the Archive of the Indies' if one is wil l ing to

explore the sections Justicia, Contaduria' and Corrtratacion'

Otle. bke Brading, used the technique of synthesizing careers

of many important individuals and firms from widely

scattered clata. He made particularly enlightening use of

private letters, infinitelv more frank and revealinpi than

official correspondence'lr While Cubagua is somewhat peri-

rootte's Perlas det Cartbe
became acquainted with the
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was in many waYS comPlete. :rnd I

rvork. more than a decade before its

appearance in 1977.. ' l i lntheclassi f icat ionofsourcesabor 'e(p.30)t l reremight log-

ically have been a category "private--correspondence"' falling just

after official correspondeii""' gttt the Iberians have never been Iroted

fbr letter-rwiting, memoirs, and the like' and what they did write in

that style 4." iu, more exposed to loss than was more public doc-

umentation. The most diligent searches have not to this date un-

earthed enough coherent col lect ions of  pr ivale correspondence to

,"*" ., the 6asis for an approach; thus the field was spared an

otherwise probablv inevitable period of domination by shallow bio-
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pheral and hermetic, Otte does full justice to social aspects.
The book will stand as a demonstration of what Spaniards
would do if put on a desert island. What they did on this one
was to concentrate on the primary (and only) export industry
and organize a municipality, u'ith the largest investors in the
pearl industry on the city council. These quasi-patriarchs
started building large urban houses and forming estates, until
the pearls gave out and the whole venture was abandoned.

Extractive industries and related commercial activity thus
make a very practicable framework for social investigation,

graphies of luminaries.
Published col lect ions of letters, even the best, such as Porras

Barrenechea's Cartas del Peri, or Perez de Tudela's edition of the
Gasca-Pizarro papers, have been mainly off icial i rr  nature. Any
private letters thev contain usually proceed from trial records into
which transcript ions were introduced as evidence. The archives
contain many more such letters. but although they are enormously
suggestive. they are so scattered that it is not likely that they can ever
be other than welcome u.indfalls for more broadly-based research
projects.

The most consistent correspondents were perhaps the mer-
chants, rvho rvere also forever involved in litigation. Some of their
letters are almost book-size, and at times they can be found close
enough together to be studied systematically. Here Otte has led the
wav in creating the genre of the article which is part synthesis and
comment, part publ icat ion of letters (1966b, 1968).

Otte has also discovered and exploited (1969) the letters which
New World settlers sent back to relatives in Spain; if the recipients
later clecided to emigrate, they would present such letters to the
officials, causing thern to be presen'ed. Some lots are sufficientl-y
concentrated to sen'e as the beginning of an extraordinarily inti-
mate, if somewhat impressionistic and one-sided portrait of settler
society in a given locality [Otte 1966). In any case, the letters possess
remarkable human interest, and the settlers appear in a fresh per-
spective as immigrants building up their own version of the my'th of a
new land of opportunity. We also see an aspect of the sett lers'
vocabulary and conceptual equipment that is otherwise hidden liom
view.

Feeling the desirability of making a wider public acquainted with
these appealing materials and some of their significance, Otte and I
publ ished a col lect ion in translat ion, with extensive comment, in
1976 (Letters ctnd People oJ the Spanish Incftes). Much later Otte
published a monumental col lect ion of sixteenth-century private
letters (f988).
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least, up to that time, been largely left out of historical con_
sideration. Like the social historians, Gibson became an
advanced skeptic about the active powers of the state, and he
produced an account of the evolution of the Indian com\1
munities in which broadly sociocultural forces are the active j

principle, with forrnal law only the legitimizing stamp added i
a-fter the fact. Above all, Gibson worked at the same level of {
profundity as the social historian. Accepting few ready-made
categories, he resynthesized his categories out of the actual
usage of the time. And like the social historian again, Gibson
aimed not so much at "conclusions" as at deep-going analysis
ttiSt changed our very wav of viewing things. This is the
rationale of Gibson's passion for detail; some oTthose rvho do
not understand it would do well to imitate it.

In due course, studies analogous to Gibson's began in peru.
A strong impetus came from the work of the anthropologist
John Murra. His publication and analysis of amazingly
detailed visitas or inspections of Indian provinces stand
within anthropology's tradition of primary interest in pre-
Columbian times, but the visitas themselves are early post-
conquest, and they have great potential as a starting place for
intensive local studies, although such have not to date ma-
terialized in the form one might have envisioned.

An important regional study on peruvian Indians is Karen
Spalding's di.ssertation "lndian Rural Society in Colonial
Peru: The Example of Huarochiri" (I967). Its scope might be
described as halfrvay between Tlsxc(rla and The Azfecs. With
sources much like Gibson's, it established jurisdictional-
administrat ive ent i t ies and sociopol i t ical  categor ies and
trends, all in all quite reminiscent of central Mexico. As the
tit le indicates, one object of the study was to go beyond the
Gibsonian emphasis to concentration on society proper. At
this point sources once again asserted their weight. The
types of documents sufficient for Gibson's purpose were not
necessarily enough to penetrate into the ordinary l ives of
rural Indians. In the Huarochiri study, sophisticated use
of "fragments of information included almost unconsciously
by the author of a document" at least made possible the
nearest approach yet. Such a close view showed even greater
change, internal r,.ariety, and mobil ity (especially spatial

with many implications for the society as a whole' There is no

inherent reason why the tracing of lives cannot be extended

down at least as far as the ordinary mine workers; even

without doing this, Brading and Bakewell have given us a

reasonably aitlculated and realistic picture of that stratum'

But for all the importance of mining' it is somewhat detached

from the general evolution of society' The same kinds of

considerations hold true for import-export commerce' of

which these very works of Brading's and Otte's u'ere until

recently the principal studies with social content'

Another sector standing out as a distinct unit of study are

the Indians. serious work on postconqr'rest Indians began at

almost the same time as mining studies' with Charles

Gibson's TIa<crLIa in the SLrteenth Century (I952)' One might

expect that ttrere would have been a corpus of anthropological

writing on which to build' but such was not the case' Anthro-

p.i.C," had studiously avoided the postconQulst p:ti-t-d' *

if they knew that Gibsln would come' Their interest in late

pre-Columbian society itself' as opposed to archaeologv and

artifacts, was slow to develop; they knew approximateiy as

much about this subject as we would know about slxteenth-

century colonial society if we had onlv the Recopilacion de

Leges and some late chronicles' Therefore Gibson essentially

had to start from scratch' His methods and sources (though he

rvas anthropologically "vell 
informed) were not those of an-

thropology. but of Latin American history as it had been

developing over the years' His field of interest was r'vide;

nevertheless, in Tla-'ccala' and even nore in his broad-based

Aztecs und.er Spanlsh Rule (1964), he more than anlthing did

institutional, corporate, jurisdictional history (although at a

new level) ' Sucn an approach almost imposes itself when a

new area of the discipline is being opcned up' not to speak of

the extraordinary dlfficulty of getting at the actual lives of

Indians'
Thus in one sense Gibson's work hacl little to do rvith social

history, beyond setting a framework for it '  In other ways

there were close affinit ies' If the bulk of Gibson's docu-

mentation was in one way or another administrative' it was

also very rnuclt at a local level' rural in emphasis' and

relatin$ to people who if not exactly uniformly humble had at
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mobility) than Gibson's picture' some o1' which must be

attributed to dif{'erent approaches' some to true differences

between the regions' Spaldin$s approach also revealed

somewhat more about Uotfr indigenous social organization

rqJ ,h. Spanish social-cultural impact on the Indians'

whether through migration to cities and mines' or throu$h

;;;;;t;"" J t gr:owing sRalish element in the country'

However, .ro .t"o'"d" appearea to exist for the Huarochiri

district that would yield a truiy intimate portrait of indig-

.torrt society belorv ihe level of the lndian lords' t2

At times Spalding made skillful' somewhat wistful use of

notarial records fto'i' tft" provincial town of Hudrnuco' which

happens not to fall within the Huarochiri district' Apparentlv

we will have to seek meaningful detail on rural lndians

wherever we can find it' rather than choose a specific re-

stricted locality for study purely on the basis of intrinsic

interest. The most propitious situations often disappoint us'

My own first venture in tfre direction of ethnohistory came in

1969 when I sampled some very complete notarial and ju-

dicial documents from the latter sixteenth century in the

Mexican provincial center of Toluca' which was then sti l l

nominally an lndian town' with an h-rdian cabildo and a

corregtdor d"e tnd'tos' It soon became apparent' however' that

the core of Toluca was occupied by a thriving' dominant

Spanish community; both the notarial records and the

corregidor's court pioceedingt Tii"]y 
concerned that 

'group'
and so did the ,"i.'t"a piecei published subsequently (1975)'

Such evidence is greatly instructive about the timing and

nature of the Hispanization process' but once again the

Indians escaped 
""' 

It *t= only later yet that Indian-language

records were to op"t 
'-tp 

the central Mexican indi$enous world

-tZTh";*k I 
^t" 

speaking of here is distinct from Spalding's

HurrrochL.;l: a* ana"""'So cietl lJnder ,lnca 
and Spanlsh Rule (1984)'

although tn. ratteilo"" c;tigi""t" in the clissertation' The published

book manages to ;;;;"?t yet closer to the lives of individual

Indians in some 
'"5ft"t" 

t"d 
'ho*" 

several kinds of increased

sophisticatrot ttta Tt""Jttt' y"t it also manifests certain prob-

lematics that did 
'-'ot 

ttttch to the dissertation' and several valuable

parts of the eartier tiotft-Jta 
"ot 

fincl a place in the book' so that one

still needs to consult the dissertation for some purposes'
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in a quite different way, permitting us to study the structure of
these people's lives somewhat as we do with other groups.

In the years when Spalding was working on Indians in
Peru, Frederick Bowser was doing the same with blacks in
that country in the time from the conquest to 1650, resulting
in The Afrtcan Slaue in Colon{ct| Peru (Ig74). Bowser gave us
the most complete. reliable, informative book yet to appear
on Africans in any Latin American country during the early
period. After this work, there could be no doubting the
primary attributes of the black population in Spanish
American central areas-intensive or skilled work, proximity
to Europeans, an intermediate or auxiliary function in the
Spanish-Indian context, a slow absorption into the lower
levels of Spanish society. Deriving patterns from an over-
flo"ving wealth of individual lives and cases, Bowser demon-
strated that it is possible, for early Latin America, to do the
social history of a tightly defined and lower-ranking group
over a long time span without sacrif icing the depth and
subtlety of insight that come from large-scale use of freshly
slmthesized careers. The book almost appears to have been
done in two stages: there are large institutional-statistical
sections that have relativelv little to do with the social core
and would seem to have been written earlier. in a different
spirit, although ultimately Bowser reinterpreted or dis-
counted most of the utterances of officials and interest groups
in the light of the social reality he so deeply studied. Alter all,
many of the monunents of this age of miracles in early Latin
American social history showed strong signs of the sti l l
incomplete transition from institutionalism.

If mining, co[unerce, and Africans are rather specialized
t5lpics, and Indians recalcitrant, the trouble with the great
estate as a l imiting principle is that it does not l imit. It
sggtdhqs in every direction; its primary function is the
connection of city and country, into both of which it looms
iripoitantly. Every social type from community Indian to
Spanish city council member has some role in it. Thus study
concentrating on the more purely agricultural aspects fails to
include large and r.ital segments of the functioning entity.

Perhaps it was then both inevitable and appropriate that
the first major studies of the subject should be wide ranging.
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Freyre we have already mentioned. A great advance came with

Franqois Chevalier's study of the Mexican hacienda in the

middle colonial period (1952). In the Marc Bloch tradition,

Chevalier brought a far sharper temporal and geographical

focus to his work than Freyre; he surveyed a vast amount of

relatively direct documentation in the Mexican archives,

including provincial ones. Such a wide net caught many of the

elements of the broader social-economic pattern, particularly

the multi-tiered social structure of the hacienda (although the

important temporary laborers eluded his vision). But since he

proceeded on such a broad front, Chevalier rvas not systematic

at the local level. No one area was surveyed exhaustively:

rarely if ever did Chevalier follow a single family or hacienda

through various kinds of sources, nor did he use internal ha-

cienda records, preventing him from approaching closely to

the labor question. Thus despite the real gains there remained

large lacunae, which Chevalier filled with current stereotypes

(such as "debt peonage"), ideas familiar from European his-

tory (feudalism, the Spanish national character), or shrewd

guesses that could be off the mark when they were rnade

without a sufficient context. Thus it was left for Gibson, not

studying the hacienda per se but'"vorking far more intensively

on a smaller area and using hacienda payroll records, to

discover that debt peonage did not I ive up to its nalne.

Bakewell, merely by virtue of studying Zacatecas closely, saw

that Chevalier's idea of ruined miners retiring to their self-

sufficient haciendas is highly unlikely. What happened first

to the ruined miner was the confiscation and forced sale of his

hacienda.
. It was obvious that a more intensive type of investigation

was called for, concentrating on one locality or subregion at a

time. Even projects of this tvpe would be tantamount to the

study of the whole region, so that further l imitation was

necessary.  The f i rst  important post-Cheval ier  hacienda

research tended to stick close to land tenure. After a large

research effort on local land tit les, Mario Gongora in his

study of the evolution of the hacienda in a Chilean valley

(1956) did not proceed far beyond landowning, land use, and

markets. The latter aspect, however, showed Spanish estates

reacting to markets much more rationally than in Cheva-
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lier's picture' Then in his Encomenderos u esfancleros (1g7 1),fo l lowing the careers and connect ions of  estate holders
through the entire local documentation, Gongora got inside
estates, showing their rationale, inner structure including
labor,  and evolut ion in form over t ime responding tochanging conditions. In this study, Gongora tied later estares
to the encomienda of the 

"orrq.,""t 
period much more mean_ingfully than Chevalier had 

-u.,ug.j 
to Oo.

William Taylor's Lqndlorcl cLid p"crrcint ln Colontal Oa-xaca (1972) was also at root a thorough f^"A t.""..;";y,
al though i t  involved ser ious at tent ion to the general  h istory
of the region and especially of its Indian population at thecorporate level (Taylor was a student oi i inson). Taylorprovided an exrraustive series of individuar reconstruction"s otall kinds of estates (including those held by Indians andchurch entities) over a period of generations up to the end ofthe colonial period, at least in tanAfrotOing aspects. He foundestate development retarded in comparison with central Mex_ico' Indian communities and their traditional rulers retained
large amounts of land to the end of the colonial period, while
Spanish properties rvere mainl,y not consolidated or stable. Atthis point it rvas not yet clear how much of the deviance ofTaylor 's [ indings from those of  Cheval ier  was regional  var i_ation, how much actual correction, but Taylor set the field onthe road to investigation of both questions, leading even_tually to the realization that estates everywhere were moredynamic, volati le, and frequently traded than Chevalier hadimagined, yet there was in fact important regional variation
as rvell, estates regularly becoming consolidated earlier where
jl.: were more Spaniards and better local markets. Robert
Keith's Conquest and_ Agrar[an Change (1g76), concerning thedevelopment of the hacienda systeri on the peruvian coast,
could be described as mid_way between the methods and
outlook of Chevalier and the later more rigorous regional
studies. At any rate, it gave a most useful example If tn"evolution of estate forms from a time of small or medium
holdings to larger estates in response to the growing market ofLima.

Another tack was to attempt as complete as possible aninvestigation of one estate or enterprise. The advantages of
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this procedure, starting with depth and ending with an easy

extension through a lon$ time period, are apparent' Un-

fortunately, most estates failed to preserve enough records to

support such an approach. Hundreds if not thousands of

wealthy Latin American families today have what they

imagine are colonial hacienda records, but actualiy' when

these are earlier than the nineteenth century, they usually

consist onlv of land titles and litigation papers about land'

Virtually all the coherent internal estate records preserved in

both Spanish America and Brazil seem to be of Jesuit prop-

erties or such oddities as the Cortes estate'

Ward Barrett's study of the Cortes estate's sugar hacienda

(197O) covers the rvhole colonial period, is breathtakingly

thorough on many aspects of production and general

operation, and is far less purely "geographical" than one

might expect liom its author's disciplinary affiliation' Even

career patterns are not i$nored completely, and we learn

much about the labor lbrce at all levels. The general im-

pression is of a rational, sophisticated, market-oriented

tusiness, very dil-ferent from Chevalier's view' Barrett be-

lievecl that the cortes hacienda was less anomalous from the

point of view of technologr and mana$ement than in many

ott 
". 

respects' This strikes me as true, though I would

imagine the technologr to be yet more standard than the

management.
How informative Jesuit estate records can be is seen in the

use made of them by Stuart Schwartz (1973) in working out

the number and productivity of the tenants of the slrgar

-fazenda 
Sergipe do Conde in the Bahia area over a long l ime

-span.13 Even the tenants'names are given, and schwartz was

able to decluce rvith reasonable certainty the numbers of

s lavestheyowned.Theresul twasarevolut ionar i lynewview
of rvhat a ,.plantation" really was and what kind of an arena it

represented for Portu$uese-African interaction. A resource

tas"h*.rtrb *ticle on lauradores de cana was part of a large

research project on the Bahia sugar complex, centered on Sergipe do

conde, wtriih led in due course to his sugar Plantations i.n the

Forntat ionoJBrazi l tanSocietg(1985) 'Schrvartzdidsomucir
additional research in so many dimensions that he was largely able

to transcend the question of Jesuit peculiarity'
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rvith this much potential could not be ignored. It was clear
that we should exploit what the Jesuits have given us, always
with an eye to distinguishing what is Jesuit peculiarity and
what is more general. Many basic processes must have been
the same in a Jesuit enterprise as in any other. Valuable
studies of Jesuit estates have continued to appear, and
doubtless more will be seen in the future. Still, as a control,
detailed internal records of any estate never owned by the
Jesuits are worth their weight in gold, whenever and wherever
they appear. Even when estate records seem relatively com-
plete, it is important to seek out the personnel in other kinds
of documents to do justice to the estate's multiple dimensions
and avoid a new formal institutionalism.

The remaining large constituent element of Iberoamerican
society that can be studied as a separate unit is the whole
broad portion of it that was European or Europeanized at any
given time-what the Spaniards called thre repiblicq de los
espanoles. This entity tends to be roughly identical with the
network of Spanish cit ies and toums, but also includes the
Flispanic elements of the estates, plus the rural ecclesiastics
and sorne others. Though unwieldy, it has great internal
coherence; the rural members look to the towns. and the
tolrns to the capital. All types and functional groups stand in
close relation to each other. so much so that almost all of
them need to be seen to make any one of them truly in-
telligible, while the whole makes a rounded unit.

On the practical side, to take the Hispanic world as one unit
recommends itself because the subgroupings within it all
appear together in the same collections of records; to inves-
tigate any one, the researcher must read the same mountain of
papers that is the source for all. This tends to be the case even
for a group as distinct as the Africans, ',vho eveq,'where ac-
companied the Iber ians,  so that the study of  them by
themselves is very arduous and sometimes artif icial. The
same applies very much to the study of women. As a subject,
the Hispanic-urban lvorld-though no more the totality than
the other elements-recommends itself for its centrality to the
process of  social  evolut ion.  I t  is  at  the center not only
physically and demographically but also in the sense that
many of the dynamics of change (marginalization, market
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formation, etc.) are contained within it' It includes the cutting

edge of cultural interaction: those indigenous people who are

in daily contact with Iberians'

At what order of magnitude should this unit be studied?

The multiplicity of sources tends to put a sharp l imit on

extension through time, though the smaller the region one

takes, the longer the time one can cover' In Spcnish Peru

(1968) I  at tempted to study Lhe Hispanic society o[one major

region for about a generation, the broader conquest period up

to-about 1560. The method was essentially to read widely in

many types of sources that reflect the ordinary activity of

p.opi. ai all visible levels, assembling numerous examples of

careers and contracts, then sorting out the main social types'

processes, ancl popular concepts' Following individual l ives

tfrrougtr all sorts of records was a crucial technique' as with

Brading. Aside from study of governmental records kept on a

countrywide basis, the local documentation of three impor-

tant centers was surveyed' and much advantage was taken of

the fact that people from all regions were constantly in the

capi ta l .
The totality of the records proved to have coherent detail

on the careers not only of the famous and the wealthy' but of

theobscureandhumble.downtoart isans.mariners. f ree
blacks. and urban Indians. Information on the lower groups

tended to come predominantly from notarial records' Indeed'

the social-commercial-economic aspect of private l ife leaped

out of these documents so stronglY as to give me the im-

pression during research that my study rested almost wholiy

on the notaries, while the rest rvas only elaboration and duty'

I would sti l l  assert that its public or notarial documents

represent an indispensable, basic, comprehensive tool in

*iit i .tg the history of any local Hispanic society' but for

discovering the true contours of l ives many other sources

must often be added. Any document that places a specific

individual at a specific place at a specific t ime is grist for the

mill. The biographies I put into Spcnish Peru as samples of

careerpatternscontainreferetrcestoal l thevar iotrskindsof
sources we have referred to above' as do the files on other

indiv idualsthatdidnotactual lyenter intothebook.Each
source glves a new aspect of the person's life' making possible
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a multidimensional, 
-imaginatively 

reconstructed picture thatis still reliable and adds up to one unified pattern.
Particularly important among other types of documents

are local trial recordF.14 O_!g s-tud-ies {re14 not to find out whb
Ii:. e;6;;Uut to exptore 

" "r"t.f -,,,.,r. 
Atmost any locattrial reveals the internal structure of a whole social circle.often including even servants and children. If you are for_tunate enough to locate the same individual in both notariarrecords and litigation, you have the main elements needeo todiscover that individual's life pattern and function. If you canfind fragments of a dozen otf,., such l ives with similar

morpholog5r, you have discovered and documented a socialtype, nearly coterminous with a social subgrouping and asocial-economic function.
To indicate in more substantive terms the kind of resultsone can achieve, I believe that Spanlshperumade sense of theHispanic element of sixteenth_century Spanish American

society in the Peruvian ( = central or classic; variant by re_vealing its main constituent types, their functions, and theirrelation to each other, 
^. -"it 

as polnting to the extreme
earliness of protonational development, the near irrelevance
--------;--

r+visitas and resiaencias have most of the same characteristics.So do Inquisit ion triars, wittr the addeJ aavantage of their closeattention to the whole life history and even genealo$, of the principalfigure, a feature not present in much o.Oi.rury l it igation. Never_theless' traditional \'"Titers on the Inquisition usuatv read only thetrial sentences, or if they tvent so far as to read the testimonv, onlyemployed it to redirect focus orr the institution, or at most on certaingroups as the objects. of persecution. Despite their advant.g." ofrichness, intimacy, and frequent concern *lin n,',mUl" people, muchsophistication is required to put Inquisition records to work fr-rrsocial history. To a very large extent tfr" 
"ii.,"tions 

and social [rpesappearing in these records are marginal or abnormat. Often ihewitnesses are of more interest than the accused. Some authors whohave made progress toward social utilization of Inquisition trials arewiznitzer (1960), Liebman (lg70), and most especiaty Greenleaf(I969)' The ratter' bv not taking the proceedings at face value, usingtriais to put togethei meaninglLl life hrstories ol the principals, andconnecting the Inquisition data with data from outside sources, wasable to show the political and economic motrvation of much Inqui _sition litigation and to throw light on the overall functioning liG;;Mexican society.
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of administration to that development' and the important

role of humble Europeans and others whose existence had

hardly been recognized'

As to indigenous p"opft' Spanish local documentation of

the conquest period i" nilftfy reveallng on the subject of urban

Indians, and there i" 
"'iotrgft 

to show that the main mech-

anisms of both Hispanization and economic exploitation

were established t'"ty 
"utty 

indeed' There is' however' dis-

tressingly little abouf rural Indians per se in any of the kinds

of documentation used for Spanrsh Peru' But as one comes

forward in time, the characteristlcs of the records change to

the de$ree that Spanish society grows and expands' By the

seventeenth century, the Spanish world has extended into

distant regions to the extent that a study of it rvill also include

fresh lnslght into local indigenous society'

With the gains 
"o-t 

t't* ditficulties' The sheer volume of

records and their ieograpkrical dispersion can make the

Spanish Peru approfcn"impracticable' One must wait lon$er

for the same individuals or firms to reappear' In the seven-

teenth century a provincial center is usually still easy enou$h

to study; one gets the feel and recognizes some people in a week

or two of work' But Mexico City is hard' and the whole is

somewhat staggering' as I found out in some preliminary

archival surveys ,,' rgog. Away from the spanish American

viceregal capitals, lar$e subregions are sti l l  quite practical

arenas for this approlch in the middle colonial period' as

seen in studies uyjohn super (1973) of the Queretaro region'

by Marta Otp"io-eo"ce Htr-nt llg74) of Yucatan' and bv Rae

Flory (1978) of Bahia't5
' By the eighteenth century' the difficulties have greatly

magnified. Paul B' Ganster undertook a social investigation

of Lima in the mid-eighteenth century' He encountered a

forbidding mass of nolarial records and finally declded to

l imithimsel f tothesecularcler$) l ,producing": t tdy(1974]|
which combined an analysis of the institutional side of the

hierarchy witfr career patiern information on the clergr at all

- - tssui lmanes of  the studies by Super and Hunl later appeared in

Altman and Locxnatl "4"'' 
Prouincei oJ Earlg Mextco (1976)' and an

expanded version of Super's work was published in Spanish in 1983'
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levels, greatly enriched by his earlier explorations in the
notarial archives and other non-ecclesiasticar records, so
that his subjects could be placed in a rvelr understood context
of family and broader society. Eighteenth_century studies
have continued to be thematically restricted in the main, so
that whatever the difficulties, the need for wide_ranging re_
search on the socie$r of that time is aS great as ever. 16

Aspects oJ biographtcal technique

Much of the work of Otte, Brading, Schwartz, Bowser,
Bakewell, and myself can hardly be imagined without the use
of a method on the order of multiple or collective biography.
In no case is such the sole technique, and the 

"^-. 
p.oi.a"re"

of typification can be applied to objects other than people,
particularly to contracts, popular concepts, and social in_
stitutions^ But collective biography has been sufficiently
central and distinct to warrant discussion of its special
nature. The effect of following the careers of several ap_
parently similar individuals (usually "ordinary" rather than
famous ones; but it makes no difference) is to reveal and make
intelligible a repeating pattern, one that is usually in the first
instance what was called above a social type, or type of l i fe
history with characteristic contours. The approach aints
directly at understanding a general principle of the operation
and art iculat ion of  society,  and is thus the opposi te of

l6Some years after the t ime frame covered here, John Kicza
through massive research in notarial and other records, and also
through the courage to be selective once trends were clear, bolstered
further by the denser social stat ist ics that the late period can
generate, produced a general career_pattern survey of Mexico City
society in the last several decades before independence. Most,
though not all, of his work is represented in his 1979 dissertation,
and one large chunk of i t  was pubtished in lgg3 as Colonial Entre,
preneurs. The Kicza corpus is a uniquely valuable monument in
eighteenth-century studies ancl cries out for imitation by those with
large capacities and ambitions. It provides a general rra-ewo.t ro. a
myriad of more special ized works, often ihowing that patterns
imaglined by their authors to be peculiar to a particular sector in fact
pervaded the whole. It also looks at the country from the center, a
refreshing and necessary perspective after what has now been a
wave of rural and provincial research.
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atomistic. Nor is it static. Discovery that training black and

Indian helpers is a standard part of the successful Spanish

artisan's l i fe is tantamount to putting one's finger on an

important element of social dynamics'
^Sirr"" 

multiple biography deals r'vith more than oue in-

dividual, it appears to have a quantitative aspect' and in a

sense it does, but not necessarily in the same way as social

statistics or demography. The object of attaining redundancy

in the biographies is not to survey a certain percentage of all

exemplars of the type, but to get a sense of the trend of repe-

titior-r. The principle is not unlike that of a wind sock' which

is reiiable although it tests onlv a millionth part of the air' It

is important to understand that collective biography requires

neither a complete knowledge of all actual careers' nor com-

pleteness within the sample career' to yield si$nificant

results. The role of career samples within social hislory can

be compared to that of skeletons in physical anthropology' A

d,ozencareer outlines do as much to delineate a social type as

two or three skeletons a physical type' What percent of a total

prehistoric population a small number of sample skeletons

represents is a question we do not ask' nor do we quibble over

some missin$ bones. For many kinds of basic' $eneral' e"'en

subtle analysis, a few skeletons are as good as several-hun-

dred. For other research, such as range of age and size, a larger

sample is needed. In the sarne way, career samples can give an

.*".1 idea of a certain social stratum's general l i fe habits'

relation to other groups, and overall function' without always

telling us much .to.tf tn. group's absolute numbers or wheth-

er lts"living standard is risin$ or falling at the moment' The

method does give us a good understanding of urhy the group

mightbeofacertainsizeorhaveacertainl iv ingstandard.
There is more supplementation than duplication between

statistical work on straightfonvardly demographic data and a

biographical approach, even if the two methods emplov many

of the sarne sources. One approach seeks trends by agglegating

atomist icdata: theothercutsacrossthedatatoresyl l thesize
basic units. It is the difference between counting dinosaur

finds and reconstructing dinosaurs'

A career outline need not contain every detail of a person's

life to be useful. In just such a manner a skeleton reveals little

about external characteristics, but has its own individuality
and subtlety, and sets certain limits for the other traits. If we
have a birthplace and date. a marriage, a property inventory
or two, some hint of length of residence, organizational affil_
iation, and friends, we can carry out many kinds of analysis
and correlatlon, and see how the life hangs together, unhin_
dered by the fact that we do not really know the individual
intimately and that much of his or her activity was never
reflected in any written document. (A deep study of local
litigation will often give the researcher a good sense even of
thoughts and events that were not ordinarily recorded.)

- 
While it might appear that career sampling would be dif_

ficult or impossible at the lower levels of society, such is
generally speaking not the case. Doubtless upper g.orrp" .."
better represented, but much lit igation survives in which
people as lowly as blacks, Indians, and mariners figure as
principals, not to speak of their frequent appearancel, *._
nesses. Many of their apprenticeships. loans, wil ls, and work
contracts are in the notarial records. Their names appear on
the l ists of sodalit ies, and on payrolls. The patron-client na_
ture of manv types of organization aids research, for inve._
tories and wil ls of the heads of famiiies and enterprises
mention people far down the scale, when it comes to debis and
legacies. In short, there is no real diff iculty in acquiring a
sufficient redundancy of multidimensional career 

"u_pl""for any social type that was in close contact with the Ibero_
american cities and towns, or with anv other place that has
preserved records of a trial court and a notary. The difficulty
is to be encountered not with lower groups as opposed to upper
so much as with rural groups as opposed to urban. Nothing but
hard work separates us from an excellent structurar under-
standing of the urban and semi_urban poor. It is in the coun_
tryside that the records tend to forsake us, often leaving
institutionalism, impressionism, analogy, and quantitative
extrapolation as the only possible approaches.

The difference in applying biographical technique to upper
as contrasted to lower urban_oriented groups is that with the
upper groups one can approach near enough to completeness
that even ephemeral and external characteristics can be
integrated into the picture, and standard quantitative tech_
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niques can be used. Even with the lorver groups. one can often

do much toward measuring relative frequencies and thus

change or variation, but far less than for a restricted group

like high court judges, holders of entails, or encomenderos. As

to intimacy and subtlety, as to that combination of suggestive

detail and the eternally human which calls up an almost

physical presence, the records of the humble yield little or

nothing to those of the prominent. No situation has ever come

home to me more than that of eleven-year-old Ana mestiza,

who lived in semi-adoption in the hortse of a poor Spanish

woman of Lima in 1560, along with the latter's black slave

woman and female Indian servant. All the women were more

or less abandoned, and they lived from boarding transients.

The grown-ups were often gone in the evening, shopping'

gossiping, or prowling, and Ana whiled away the time dancing

a-lone in the empty house until the others returned.lT

Multiple biography does not involve, as some seem to

think, any attempt to prove that property-owning or kinship

are the final determinants in human affairs, any more than

studying a chess game implies a belief that the pieces make

the moves.ls But people of all types express only a small part

lTArchiyo Nacional del Peru (Lima), Real Audiencia, Procedi-

mientos Penales, legajo I, trial of Isabel Gomez.

Perhaps this is the point at which to insist that women are not

only in thernselves an essential part of any balanced treatment of

sobial history, but through their presence or absence' their mar-

r iages, dowries, act ivi t ies, and property-owning, are essential to

measuring the qualilv and velocity of general social development. as

well as any individual male's rank, prosperity' and affiliation (the
-converse 

is also true). Women appear regularly in al l  the Iberian

sources from cedularies to l i t igation; though their exclusion from

most active professions is a handicap, career skeletons and even fi-rll,

intimate portraits are not much harder to produce for women than

for men of the corresponding social categories. Some examples may

be seen in I-ockhart 1968, pp. l50-70, Ig7-98' 210-l l ,  216.
lssuch suspicions run through Lawrence Stone's 1971 article on

prosopography. The differences betrveen the biographical tradition

that has growrl up in early Latin American historiography and the

more estabiished one that Stone describes, mainlv for English and

classical historiographv, are most suggestive. The Latin American

work is far more primary, in part no doubt because of the lack of

preceding preliminary writings, but rvith profor'rnd effect on the

of what they think; much of what they do express is lost; andeven what remains is affected by self_interest and camouflage,
so that we must resort to the record of their behavior, ho_.u.,incomplete it is, to deduce what they thought and what theirlanguage meant. Such a survey points neither to simple eco_nomic determinism nor to blind behaviorism. Instead, itoften reveals the force of widely held social conventions andother unexpressed, often subconscious mental constructs.

Some general and- theoretical considerations

Having by about lgZS at least sampled most of its knowndocumentary resources, the field was henceforth somewhat
freer from documentary determinism; the time since has seenan increasing eclecticism. Sti l l , a very large proportion ofrecent history in our field. including much research without
biographicar orientation, can be described as the close studyof a certain segment of social reality, with broad documen_
tation, concentrating on categories and types as embodied inspecific examples, each of whlch is seen as an organic entityrather than as an ingredient for aggregate statistics. I havesome reflections to offer to both aufhors ano readers of suchstudies.

For writers, nothing could be more important than towiden the documentary base, not so much in sheer amount asin variety. trach kind of' source imposes its own distinctperspective and contains its own distinct strbvarietv of the

quali ly of the result.  The nature of the Latin American { lberian)documentation is also vasry different, particurarly rvhen it comes tolower groups. The Europeanists tend to use .,prosopography,, 
forupper groups, statistics for lor,"'er groups, rvhereas 

'"""u".ut "Latin
Americanists have mana€ect to synth"esize ca.eers from primary dataacross the board. Many of the rveaknesses stone found in thecol lect ive biographical approach 

"o,r"- 
f .u_ an attempt to t iesurface pol i t ics too closery to the social-economic self_interest or

i1:,::j::::::I",li"g most of its Latin Amencanist practitionersnave never tried to clo. The,trvo biographical traditiorr" g."r, 
"p 

q",t.separately' I had not heard of stone until after I had *itt.., sirJ""r-.Peru. and rhe Men of cajannarca, ancr tnougir I have since becomecognizant of his u'ork I have not fo'orved it. Tie early Latin A"r;;;;"biographical tradit ion since the lg6o's is a crist inct schoor rvithmuch to contribute to general historiographical method.
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general language and conceptual equipment' The reciprocal

correction and complementing of the various ffies bearing in

on a single subject matter results in balance' validity' and

insight unattainable with a one-source approach' It is obvious

that such investigation must be restricted in scope if it is to

operate at the t""tt"tw depth' Therefore it cannot normally

cover whole consecutivl centuries or vast regions' Even the

totali{y of such studies' though by now very substantial and

ever growing, offers nothing approaching complete "cov-

erage," and perhap" 
"t""'wilt '  

It becomes necessary to give

some attentio" to !""eral strategy in the choice of topics'

using a process of"triangulation to plot long-term' multi-

regional developments or patterns of uniformity and

"t:x:Ti.rk must be read in the same spirit. rn the usage of

some scholars, any book which is not a general text is called

by the slightly pejorative term 'monograph"; and any study

on a subject ostensibly less inclusive than a national entity

through atl eternity may be considered a "microhistory"'

"Microhistories" are deemed to be mere "case studies" that

can add .tp tt"tttt'ally in an almost mechanical way to

..macrohistory." Actuutty ttt i" is a thoroughly false per-

spective. There are general patterns at a local level' and many

important g.."'ttl iatterns are obsen'able only at the local

level .
The social historians from Gibson on have often proceeded

directly from oUservation of individual examples to the

formation of concepts and categories' whether social types'

ideals, concepts .-uoai"a in special language, conventions'

' patterns of behavior' or principles of organization' Such a

procedure l--"jitt"ty attms u' tl"tp"t stratum and a great-

er universality than either the strbstantive "idea" or the

substantive "generalizatiorr"' Rather than manipulating

concepts, social ftittoty has altered them' lt*glldually'became

clear that most of the baslc categories flrst used to understand

tbe postconquest centuries were anachronistic and naive

pi.iJ*..t of 
,a 

later onto an earlier t ime: lndian vil la$e'

plantation, to' itt ' , missionary' debt peonage' and many

more. Backward projection of a recent past had resulted in a

false impression'of 
'extreme rigidity and lack of movernent'
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Social history together with demography has largely de_
stroyed this picture and has begun to replace it with a
reconstruction of secular trends and regional variation in
terms of more adequate categories, hoping to do justice to
unity without denying complexity.

Such an endeavor implies an accompanying elaboration of
theory. In the'great scholarly emporia of Europe and North
America one can acquire ready-made theories at bargain
prices. But personally I have from the beginning been
antagonistic to the imposition of concepts from the outside.
In the l96O's and 70's such concepts and procedures came
primarily from certain of the social sciences-sociolog;z,
economics, political science. My objections were not so much
humanistic, for I, l ike the social scientists, want to study
broad and general patterns (though seen originally in fleshed-
out, living examples), and I believe in the ultimate autonomy
of social-cultural evolution as something comparable to and
related to the evolution of human language, beyond the
conscious planning or even awareness of any individual or set
of individuals. But I think that social science brought in rigid
concepts from a different context which often corresponded to
nothing and impeded a fresh view of historical reality.

The social sciences as we know them arose in indus-
trialized countries in the late ni.neteenth and twentieth
centuries; they often presuppose an easily available, trust-
worthy informational tlase, and strong, uniform institutions.
Nothlng could be further from the early Latin American
situation. Ideas from the social sciences can serve to inspire

interpreters as well as any others-but no better. Each new

external element must be tested critically for applicability;

otherwlse we are in danger of repeatin$ the mistake made

with the anachronistic concepts the field has now overcome.

Unsophisticated work on insufficient sources with the newest

European methods and concepts is, as Rolando Mellafe (1970)

has said, nothing but an amusing intellectual game. In the

event, the historians of early Latin America never did become

excessively influenced by the social sciences' developing

instead their own procedures and ideas, their own tradition,

adapted to their topic. A new generation of notions from the

outside has arisen, hor.vever-from European-based post-
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modernism, from studies of other areas of European expan-

sion-and the struggle goes on in a different form'

Theoretical and general statements on early Latin Amer-

ican social history, based on the materials and writin$s of the

fietd itself, trave not been entirely lacking' An able first

attempt in this direction was made by Lyte McAlister in 1963'

before the real onset of the social history movement' His

essay may be 'u'iewed as essentially a rationalization of social

thought articulated by Spaniards of the early period' in

legislation, official reports, and travelers' accounts' In-

teipreted in this fashion, the article is as valuable as ever' As

an analysis of actual soclal organization and dynamics it was

understandably overtaken by the subsequent scholarly

production that it helped to stimulate' In 1969 I published an

article sketching out an interpretation of the Spanish Amer-

ican great estate as a uni tary '  coherent organizat ional  type

characterized by a relatively unchanging social core and

overall function' with simple principles of evolution and

var iat ion. le In the introcluct ion to Al tman and Lockhart '

Prouinces qf Ectlg Mextco (i976), I expanded on this analysis'

introduced the concept of the ttrnk line' and carried out other

types of general analvsis of social organization and evolu-

tion. Since that time I have $one considerably further in that

direction.

EPilogue
(1989)

The present article originally appeared in 1972' It has

' since become clear that the time around 1965 to 1975 was a

golden age of social historiography in the early Latin Amer-

ican fietd, with the appearance on the scene of Bakewell '

Bowser, Brading, Russell-Wood, Schwartz' Spalding' Taylor'

and myself, and the publication of major works in new genres

'rvith new nrethods by almost all of this group' Through read-

ing dissertations and sti l l  unpublished manuscripts' I was

able to catch most of these developments in the origirlai

article: norv I have made a few additions, bringing the time
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covered up to about 1975 or 1976. I have also done such re-
wording as was appropriate to make 1988-89 the temporal
perspective. Portions of the final section were omitted, partly
because they contained recommendations for research tied to
the period of original composition, and partly because I have
since furLher developed some of the theoretical analysis
therein contained (Lockhart 1984, applied extensively in
l.ockhart and SchwarLz 1983).

In the time since 1975, mainline career-pattern, small-
entity social history has continued to appear and make its
contribution. A great deal of it has taken the form of studies of
rural estates. A perhaps even larger stream has been diverted
into ethnohistory, done as social history of Indians, but with
new methods and perspectives required by the circumstances.
A rapprochement with anthropologl has taken place in this
respect, up to a point, and though there are problems with
the relationship it is a much more comfortable and natural
one than the earlier interaction rvith disciplines oriented
essentially to Europe and the United States. The time after
1975 saw a rash of eighteenth-century studies, often sociai-
institutional in nature, but this wave seems to be subsiding.
An important new development is a greater emphasis on cul-
tural studies, some of it comin$ from a new and more ana-
lytical school of l i terary history, but much of it growing
directlv out of the "social" history movement. which was
perhaps somewhat misnamed from the beginning. Of the
work on Mexican Indians I am presently completing, four of
the core chapters are "social," and four appear more "cul-

tural" (though at a deeper levei I make litt le distinction).20 In
a note to the original article, I said the following:

Just as social conventions can be distilled from examples
of behavior, popular concepts can be studied in examples of
speech. A surprising amount of ordinary usage is contained
even in the highly formulized notarial records; but the
greatest repository is litigation. Spanish legal clerks came
at times amazingly close to capturing the actual word-flow
of witnesses deposing before them. The possibil i t ies of such

2oI rvas speaking of the work later published as The Nahuas AJter
the Conquest (1992).

l9Now ChaPter 1 in this volumc'
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a source are practically unlimited' It seems to give us the

means of finding out rvhat key words such as "creole" meant

in the ordinary usage of various people at various times' We

could then grasp the rhythm and context of the evolution of

such terms, which are not at all as they appear in the

limited, overdrawn, sometimes uncomprehending state-

ments found in travelers' accounts, chronicles, and le$is-

lation, the main source for this kind of intellectual history

to date.
Thus if social history is converging with demography

and anthropologSr on the one hand, it is approaching

cultural-intellectual history on the other' In both subject

matter and source material, socially oriented research is

close to giving early Latin American intellectual history a

depth and generality that have so far escaped it. There are

sti1l ma3or problems of technique. Despite its overall

r ichness, court testimony is a very diluted source; unlike

a behavior pattern or a social convention' a concept em-

bodied in a word cannot be seen fully exemplifiecl in a single

carrier.

To conclude i will quote a passage from a review I recently

wrote:21

The category "social history" is no longer generally

valid. In certain subfields, the term still has much meaning

on the level of conversational usage. Thus in early Latin

American history it means specifically work which features

fleshed out portraits of actual individuals and or$ani-

zations and stands in contradistinction to demography: but

the sense of the expressiorl varies from field to field' The

designation was originally justif ied in that widespread

dissitisfaction with polit ical/administrative/elit ist/mil i-

taryldiplomatic history first took the form of an ur$ent

feeling that more people, indeed the entire population'

stroutO be included. Far more important, however' was the

need to go beyond celebrating events as such and accepting

the actors' conscious rationale for their actions' The pursuit

of a deeper trrth has by now led scholars in a vast number of

directions, investi$ating all the concerns of the humanities

and the social sciences in time depth.

3. Letters and People to Spain
(1976)

C) ^u 
NorES gratefully the growing success scholars are

rz having in estimating the numbers, regional origins, and
some other characteristics of the emigrants from Spain to
America in the slxteenth century. Later emigration stands
open to study by the same means-primarily the compilation
and anaiysis of data gathered by governmental agencies of the
time. Already we see a movement of truly mass proportions,
far more broadly based as to region and social recruitment,
far more sustained than we once had reason to think. The
implications are both deep and broad, bearing in the most
direct way possible on the manner of creation of Spanish
America. the main l ines of the er.olution of early modern
Spain, and the general or comparative history of emigration. I

Interpreting the movement is no easy matter. One cannot
use gross data of the trpe available for direct measurement of
the impact of emigration on either place of origin or point of
destination, much less for meaningful discussion of the ques_
tion of whether emigration was .good" 

or ..bad,, 
for Spain.

Aside from some work of an economic and statistical .rr1*.",
the social history of early modern Spain is virgin territory,
far less explored than Spanish America itself; in measuring
the effects of emigration the scholar faces the logically con_
tradictory problem of measuring the impact of a loss on a
vacuum.

In any case, there is a whole area of interest left untouched
by the emigration statistics. What of the emigrants, expecta_
tions and motivations?2 What of contacts preserved with

i'
!

I
t

rA whole vein of older work drawing conclusions from supposed
differences in English and Spanish emilration parrerns is now thor-
oughly outciated. It emerges i'creasingiy that early modern English
and,Spanish emigration movements were quite similar in kind, and
further that the European emigration wave of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries contains practical ly nofhing new. i .e.,  that the
entire set of movements represents a single phenomenon.

2J. H. Elliott asks suchquestions in if,. OLd.World" and
1492-t650 (r970).2lLockhart 1987


